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Introduction

This information packet, prepared by the ERIC Counseling and
Personnel Services Center, is intended to alert the user to a body
of literature on a topic of current interest to counselors. it
identifies research reports that have been cited in the Educational
Resources Information Center's (ERIC) publication, Research in
Education (RIE), in Dissertation Abstracts International, and in
ERIC's Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) from March
1973 through September 1974.

Ordering Instructions

Searchlight has attempted to give availability for all materials
listed in this packet. In most cases, it is possible to obtain a
personal copy of the title listed. The sources fall into three
groupin3s:

ERIC Documents
References in this search for which an ED (ERIC Document)
number is given may be ordered from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDRS). Copies are available in
either hard (photo) copy or in microfiche form. The
microfiche require a special machine for use. To order
any of the ED materials, please refer to the EDRS Order
Blank at the back of this packet.

Doctoral Dissertations
All dissertations listed in this search have been drawn
from Dissertation Abstracts International, a publication
of University Microfilms. They are available on micro-
film (HF) at $5.00 per dissertation, or in bound photo
copy (X) at 'll.00 per dissertation from University
Microfilms.
To order, give the following information:

1) Order number
2) Author's last name and initials
3) Type of copy desired (microfilm or hard copy)
4) Your name and address (list separately for

billing and shipping, if they are different)
Send your order, with payment, to University Microfilms,
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

Journal Articles
Journal articles are available from the original journal
in library or personal collections. Refer to the entry
for volume and page designations.



ED 069 275 JC 720 260
Hawaii State Senior Center-1144d Annual Report.
Hawaii State Senior Center, Honolulu.
Spons Agency-Hawaii Limy Honolulu Honolu-

lu Community Coll
Pub Date Jun 72
Note-96p
EDRS Price ME-$0.65 HC-S3.29
Descriptors- Annual Reports. 'Community

Health Services. Counseling Services, Creative
Activities. Educational Programs. Evaluation.
Finarzial Support. Leisure Time, Older
Adults. 'Retirement. 'Senior Citizens. Statisti-
cal Data. Sioveys

Identifiers-Hawaii
The Third Annual Report of the Hawaii State

Senor Center is presented. It depicts a story of
continued expansion of diversified services to the
senior citizen., of Oahu, Each month, on the
average. 209 persons visited the Center for an an-
nual total of 62,034 visits Regular membership is
1.040. Discussions have been held concerning the
need for additional centers. exptonng also the na-
ture of their operation and funding. New patterns
of health education and services, educational pro-
grams, outreach to the confined elderly. and in
struction of workers have been explored. Coun-
seling and leisure time activities for the pre-
retirement group. preparing them for creative and
rewarding retirement, seem to be emergent
needs Present estimates are that 105E of the
population is between 50 and 65 in Hawaii. This
annual report includes the Center Chairman's Re-
port. an Analysis of Program Changes. Statistics
to Assess Attainment of Protect Ohjectivcs.
Findings of the Third Participation Evaluation
Survey, and Report of Pre and Post Evaluation of
participant. (For Second Annual Report. sec ED
065 120.) (Author/CK)

ED 069 941 AC 012 962
Hutton, Joseph Hutton. Jean 0.
Personality Changes in Aging: A Longitudinal

Study of Community Residents.
Puh Date 72
Note-222p,
Availahle from-Springer Puhlishing Company.

Inc 2(X) Park Avenue South, New York City.
N. Y 100(13 (no price quoted)

Document Not Available from ERRS.
Descriptors Adjustment (to Env.ronment).

'Behavioral Science Research. Bibliographies,
Hooks, Caucasians, Community Attitudes.
Death. Disadvantaged Groups. Females. Inter-
views. Longitudinal Studies. Males. Older
Adults. Personal Adjustment. Personelity
Change. Psychological Testing. Research
Methodology. Role Perception, Tests

Identifiers-"Pennsylvania
The specific aims of the investigation reported

in this book were ( I I to determine the consisten-
cy or change in personality and adjustment of
older adults over time and to learn what factors
are related to consistency or changes. (2) to
study the prohtem of survivorship by analyzing
differences between survivors in regard t, cocio.
psychological correlates of survival. and (3I to in-
vestigate the social norms and expectations for
the hchavior of older persons. to learn how a
small community regards :ts aged mi.mhcrs
Chapters of the hook an a.% follows I. The
Research Prohlcm Stolidity and Sundial of Older
Community Residents, 2 The Setting and the
Study Populations; 3 Continuity and Change in
Personality and Adjustment. 4 Aging and Sur-
sival. 5 The Place of the Old in a Small Comma-
nity, 6 Summary and Interpretation, The 12 op-
pendixes are A. Press Release, 1965, B. 1955 In-
formation Sheet: C 1955 Interview Schedule, D.
1956 Interview Schedule. E Thematic Appercep-
tion Test Rating Sheet, and Outline for TAT
analysis, F The Judge's Rating. 0 Interviewer's

ERIC Documents

Report; H Community Rating. Panelist interview;
I Organization Leader Interview. J. Professional
Services Interview. K. Community Rating. OSort
Items, and L Community Rating. Wort Record.
ing Sheet. Numerous references and a subject
index are provided. (081

ED 070 957 AC 014 130
Manus. EJsarJ E
Factors Affecting the Self-Image of the Older-

Aged Learner.
Puh 1),Ite 72
Note-75p
ERRS Price ME-S0.65 HC -$3.29
Descriptors - "Adult Learning. Age Differences,

flihhographic Citations. Educational Needs.
Educational Planning. learn rte Difficieties,
Learning Motivation. Middle Aged. "Older
Adults. Psychislogical Characteristics,
Research Reviews (Publications). Self Concept.
Sociol Factors
hour hackground papers for soCicl psyCholog

IVA approach to the continuing education of
older-aged (those oser 501 persons are provided
In the first paper, "Social Imp o ts on Aging in
American Culture.- evidence denied from eer
tam empirical studies is adduced to support a
stew that external elements-social sallies and
,age- norms. status patterns. and gross social
system Lharactensticsproduce much of the
distinctise hi:hasn't and prohlems of old age The
second paper. "I he Educational Plight of today's
Elderly. endeasors to Sumniati/C. in a way that
escapes the het% of the professional educational
view, some recent claims and developments re
toted to the social change and demands of the
present era that place special stress on the educa-
tion of the older person "Profit= Solving and
Complex Teeming Behavior in Old Age." the
third paper. includes a for from exhaustive review
of a numher of reports and writings about learn-
ing "decrement" in aging The final paper. "Edu
cotional Interests of the Elderly as Moiiresto
Seek Out Organized Instruction.- concerns stir
dies of the interests of thz elderly, with regard to
their usefulness to the sducotional planner Each
of the papers has its own list of references.
(Author/1)t1)

El) 072 198 VT 0111 516
Gunner. Alan
The Older American: Ness Work. New Training.

Ness Careers.
Puh Date Jan 64
Note-Ilp . Presentation at the Annual Southern

Conference on Gerontology
F' mita. January 1969)

EW.S Price MFS0.65 HC-$3,29
Descriptors- Accelerated Programs. Adult I du

cation. Ad.ansed Placement. Career Change.
('.n Cr f eileatiOn. COlitinuOUs I earning,
1 mployment Programs. Homan Capital. Hu

Services. Older Adults, Speetal Degree
pr,Tr.on,. Ircrsrer of banning. Work Study
Programs

c great num'oer of Americans mew 65
years of age. meaningful work is a central Jetts

whether Or not .in income support system is
needed Human sersices work. helping others. is
particularly suited to many older persons I his
type of work calls for edUCatiOn and training for
those who had worked in different .ireas ( ollege
programs should he deseloped for older workers
engaged in second careers. with credits granted
for life experience. work experience. and reel.
nu% !canine in order to %hank decrease the

length 01 time requited for a degree Entry points
into education or Careers should not he funned to
presenhed age groups but should ire e to
those or all ages Unge the traditional ,etUre,
the growing pattern sill he for persons to be en-
gaged in a satiety of actisnies throughout their
lifetimes School and work should be seen as
operating in tandem -nd not sequentially. Of
course. efforts to um bane work and study are
nut new What Is new is the concern for adults as
well as fur youth. the use of various cqunalency
desice...ind the partiealar interest in human ser
aces jobs Some present employment programs
for older workers in human seri= areas a.e
coed (ME)

ELI 072 346 AC 014 IBS
Toward a Nedra Policy M ASMY Velar 1.

Backyard. Ornsahadint. Program Velem
U. Caterer* Rada. and iltecannseadatimm
from the Siellfma and *eclat Corms Sr.
dor. new Ramat.

White House Conference net Aging. Washington,
D.C.

Pub Date 2 Dec 71
Note-462p.; Proceedings of the White House

Conference on Aging. Washington, MC.,
November 211-December 2,1971

Available from-Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office. Washington.
D.C. 20402 (S/N 1762-0069, S6.75 set of two
volumes)

EBBS Price MF40.65 HC-SI6A5
Descriptors-Adult Development, Adult Educa-

tion Programs, Conference Reports, Federal
Legislation, Health Neeus. Minority Groups.
National Programs, Older Adults, Psycholog-
ical Needs. Socioeconomic Influences

Identifiers-White House Conference on Aging
1971
These two volumes comprise the official

proceedings of the second White House Con.
Terence on Aging, held November 28-December
2, 1971 Volume I includes an overview of the
Conference plan- -its background. concepts, or-
ganization, and programming. It presents the con-
tributions made by speakers at the General Sea.
sions and Conference Delegate luncheons.
Volume 11 is devoted to reports of the work of'
the 14 Subject Area Sections and the 17 Special
Concerns Seuions, which resulted in the formula-
tion of the Conference recommendations. These
recommendations concern the following: Educa-
tion; Employment and Retirement; Physical and
Mental Health; Housing; Income; Nutrition:
Retirement Roles and Activities; Spiritual Well-
Being; Transportation; Facilities, Programs, and
Services; Government and Nongovernmcnt Or.
pnization; Planning: Research and Demonstra-
tion; Training; Health Care Strategies; Disability
and Rehabilitation; The Rural and the Poor El.
duly; The Flderly Among the Minorities; Protec-
tive and Social Support; and Roles for Old and
Young. (DB)

ED 072 355 AC 014 199
Retirement and Preparation for Retirement. A

Selected Bibliography and Sourcebook.
Ontario Ministry o Community and Social Ser-

vices, Toronto.
Fob Date 72
Note-37p.
Availabk from-Ontario Government Bookstore,

880 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont. M7A INS,
Canada (S1.00)

EMS Price M1,40.65 HC-S3.29
bernptors-Bibliographies, *Labor Force Non.

participants, 'Older Adults, Publications,
'Resource Materials, Retirement, Statistical
Data, Tables (Data)



IdentifiersLanada. untario
'1 his b.bhography on retirement, the first part

of a compendium prepared in the Homes for the
Aged. Office on Aging, contains citations of over
218 articles, books, and references. The sections
of the bibliography are as follows: Bibliography
on Retirement (arranged alphabetically)Journals
and Magazines. Other Bibliographies: Attitudes
Towards Aging (where to obtain a questionnaire
regarding this subject): Other References:
General Wort-4 on Aging. People Count!
(statistics, charts, and tables): Pick a Topic (sub-
ject index), and You Were Asking? (additional
sources of information). (DR)

ED 072 357 AC 014 201
Metatter. Hobble L.
Factors Associated with Clothing Habits and At-

titudes among Older Persons. The Findlay
from Extension Studies.

Louisiana State Univ.. Baton Rouge. Cooperative
Extension Service.

Pub Date Dec 71
Note-6p.: Summary of M.S. thesis. Louisiana

State University: R and T Summary No, 36
EDRS Price MF-S0.65 HC-$3.29
DescriptorsAge. Attitudes. Caucasians.

Clothing. Data Analysts. Educational
Background. Health. Hygiene. Income. Inter-
views. Masters Theses. Older Adults. Partici
pant Characteristics. Social Life
To determine some of the factors associated

with clothing habits and attitudes and their rela-
tionship to social participation among persons 65
years of age and older. personal interviews were
conducted with 100 white people. 65 and older.
The possible association between the extent of
participation and other variables such as at.
titudes. habits. Age, sex, health. education. and m-
eanie was also studied An analysis of the data
collected showed the following: (1) there was
more social participation in the 65-70 years of
age group (72%) than in the group 71 and older
(28%): social activities participated in most were
church services, visiting out of town. and visiting
neighbors: there was no significant sex difference
in the participation, and higher levels of cduca
tion and occupational status. as well as fewer
health problems were major factors in participa
non. (2) those with more participation expressed
more concern about what others thought of their
clothes and gave greater care to personal groom-
ing and care of the home: (3) those who par-
ticipated more had larger average monthly
clothing expenditures. (4) those who participated
more were more likely to plan their clothing
purchase. but also more likely to buy on impulse:
(5) families were the most important source of
advice about clothing for both groups, and (6)
transportation and tiring easily were the greatest
problem for the less participation group, whereas
finding a style they liked and getting a good fit
were greater problems for those with more par.
titivation ( 1)13)

ED 073 266 VT 018 811
Dickstein. /Inward W
Survey of Needs for Services to the Elderly. Final

Report.
Manchester Community Coll.. Conn.
Spoils Agency -Connecticut State Dept. of Edu

cation. Hartford. DM of Vocational Education.
Puh Date 1 Jun 72
Note -82p
EDRS Price MF-$0.65 liC$3.29
DescriptorsAdult Education, Career Opportuni

tics. Educational Inter st. Educational Needs.
Geriatrics. Human Serwes. Institutional Per.
simnel. Manpower Needs. Occupational Sur-
veys. Older Adults. Personnel Needs.
Prolessional Personnel. Program Develop.
merit. Senior Citizens. State Surveys. Voca
bona( Interests. Volunteers

Identifiers *Connecticut
This survey of the occupational status, future

needs. and educational interests of alunteers and
professional personnel serving senior citizens who
live in communities or institutional settings in
Hartford. Connecticut. is based on the assump
lion that new careers will open up in fields re
lated to gerontology to meet he needs of a
rapidly expanding population of older adults in
Connecticut. A questionnaire and a Pretext were

sent to personnel in sociaigencies. visiting and
public health nursing arrociations, welfare depart-
ments, senior centers and clubs. convalescent
homes. nursing homes. boarding homes, and
hospitals serving Hartford. Connecticut. From the
254 respondents, the following service areas were
identified. ( I ) medical care. (2) mental health.
(3) financial assistance, (4) housing, and (5) so-
cial functioning. A sevnd questionnaire was ad-
ministered to 96 senio, citizens both to determine
their needs and to compare the results with or.
ganizational responses. Conclusions were: (1 )
Followup studies should focus on discrepancies
noted between services reported by organizations
and services seen as needing improvement by
older adults. and (2) A geriatric program at the
college level should be developed to meet in-ser-
vice training needs and vocational interests re-
lated to the aging process. (Author /AG)

ED 073 399 CG 007 839
Kahn, Robert L. Zarin. Steven H.
Evaluation of Mental Health Programs for the

Aged
Pub Date Mar 73
Note-38p.: Paper presented at the Fifth Banff

International Conference on Behavior Modifi-
cation, March. 1973

EDRS Peke MIF-S0AS 11C-83.29
DescriptorsEvaluation. Evaluation Methods,

Evaluation Needs, Evaluation Techniques. In-
stitutional Environment. 'Institutionalized :Per-
sons). Institutions. Literature Reviews, Mental
Health. Mental Health Programs. Okler
Adults. Patients (Persons), Program Evalua-
tion. Psychiatric Services
This paper highlights what the authors believe

are the important issues and directions of change
in the evaluation of mental health programs. The
rationale for such evaluation is twofold. First. it
provides a scientifically rigorous method of deter-
mining the therapeutic efficacy of the treatment
or program. and secondly, these results can exer-
cise a feedback into the system, modifying the
clinical operations. The major types of evaluation
Wasik, are considered, intrainstitutional studies.
effect of relocation from one institution to
another. alternative treatments upon admission to
institutions, and alternatives to institutionaliza
bon. Further issues considered include contented
vs. angry patients, patient deterioration, and
coven deterioration which is less obvious to the
observer. It is considered that the best hope for
the future is a comprehensive mental health
system with many flexible alternatives, integration
of community and institution, and continuity of
care. Extensive references are included.
(Author/SES )

ED 074 323 AC 014 265
Emplosabilits Plan Instructor's Guide to tw Used

with Employability Plan Reference Manual.
Older Worker Specialist Training.

Wine:midis Rehabilitation ('enter. Inc . Minn.
Spons Agency Manpower Administration

(DOI.). Washington. DC. Minnesota State
Dept of Manpower Serviccs, St Paul

Pub Date I Jun 71
Note-47p
51)115 Price ME50.6S 11C$3.29
Descriptors- Adult Cuunscling, Adult Program..

I.mployment Counselor.. Emphlyinent Pro-
grams, Instructional Materials, 'Older Adults.

Professional Training. Referral. leaching
Guides. Vocatumal Rehabilitation
'I his teaching guide. to he used with the -1.m-

plosahilsty Plan Reference Manual," is for use in
training the older worker specialist to write a
sequential plan for using appropriate ..ervii.cs to
solve applicants' vocationally relevant problems
I he following arca% are covered ( I I summary of
process for developing employability plans; (2)
preparation for teaching 'list of material% and
equipment needed, description of plan writing
practice. sample worksheet for planwriting prac
thee, (3) teaching ohiectives. and (4) detailed
teaching outlines, C °pie% of t lining forms and
transparencies ,ire included in ,in appendis (KM)

ED 074 374 AC 014 320
Spear, Mei
The Guide for In-Service Training for Developing

Services for Older Persons. A Report of the
APWA - California ProitcL

Administration on Agine, (DHEW), Washington,
DC., Amencan Public Welfare Association,
Chicago, Ill.

Report NoDHEW-SRS73.20667
Pub Date Jun 70
Note-60p Reprinled by U.S. Dept. of Health,

Education, :sad Welfare. Social and Rehabilita
tion Service Administration on Aging

EDRS Price MF-S0.65 HC-83.29
DescriptorsAge. Community Resources, Course

Content, Health Services. Human Services,
Inservice Education, 'Older Adults, Senior
Citiztas, 'Teaching Guides, Teaching
Techniques
A guide to encourage dl concerned personnel

to develop and improve resources and skins tnat
will improve their service to the elderly who
receive public assistance is presented. The guide
contains seven teaching units, each containing an
outline of content to be taught. These basic ele.
mcnts are emphasized: training proccss, training
media, training methods, and training techniques.
Unit titles are: (1) aging: definitions, concepts,
and attitudes: (2) the older American. (3) the
aging process; (4) health and illness: (5) the
agency and the elderly client: (6) services for the
aging and aged: and (7) community resources.
(CK)

ED 075 717 AC 014 356
Sams. Robert E.
Educational Needs of the Elderly: Their Relation-

ships to Educational Institutions. Final Report.
Edmonds Community Coll.. Lynwood, Wash,
Spoil% AgencyNational Center for Educational

Research and Development (DHEW/01:).
Washington. D.0 Regional Research Program

Bureau No-1)121-1.051
Pub Date Mar 73
Contract 0F.C.X.71.0029t 057)
Note-50p.
EDRS Price MF$0.65 HC -$3.29
DescriptorsAdult Education Programs. Age

Differences. College Role. Community ('ol.
lege.. Educatsonal Needs. Interviews. Middle
Aged. Older Adults. Pilot Projects. Program
Planning. Ouestionnaires. Research Methodolo
gy. Technical Reports

IdentifiersWashington State
Results are reported of a studs made in

Washington State to ( I ) discover educational
constraint% of the elder!). (2) Identify the scope
if educational opportunities and planning hy

community college.. and t3) assess ongoing
grants Ouestionnaires and interview% were util
ved to obtain opinions of and data shout urhan
and rural elderly coven% concerning their cduc.i.
tion and educational expectations. In addition.
questionnaires were used to collect data from 22
community college.. and X communits college
administrators were interviewed. The results of
the study were compared with a pilot program
conducted hy Edmond% Community College at
two senior centers from the results of the study.
it is concluded that (I) while the educational
needs of the elderls au' as diverse as those of
other age groups, the intensity of those needs as
considerahly itimished. 12l older persons share
common need to reevaluate what contrihutive
channel% remain open to them. (3) older persons
who attend a multipurpose senior center on .1
regillir basis place high values upon the center's
activities in which they play a contributing role:
and (4) courses which require minimal tuition .
charge g . one dollar per credit hour) arc
%MIMI higher than those for which there is no
charge I he study also shots% that the choice hy
adnlinoir.ilor% of courses thought to he popular
with the elderly is quite different from those es.
pressed hy the elderls Appendices provide the
Onestionnaire. Interview Guide. Inventory of
A hoboes/Disabilities. Survey of State CoMnitinit)
College Efforts. Sample Letter from Senior
( itocn. Sample Course Offering. Elder!) Need..
and Course [Ides Mitt

ED 076 887 /SC 014 401)
Recommendations for Dev!loping the Retired

Senior Volunteer Program.



Kramer It yob Inc . Washington. I) C , Ohl% r
Americans S olunIcer Programs. W.I.Inngtnn,
I) C

Spoils Agency -Administration on Aging U)
HEW ). Washington. 1) C

Pub Date Jun 71
Note 402p
Mailable from -Superintendent of Documents,

S Government Panting Office. Wash . I) C'
20402 (No 5600.0001. S3 (10)

FURS Price ME-50.65 IIC-516.45
lksimptors - Comm unit y Organs/anon.. Citni

tummy Sersices. Financial Support. Older
Adults. Program Deselopntent. Program
1-saluatorn, Public Relations. Recruitment.
Retirement. Senior ( ituen s. Standards. Super.
vis lllll Volunteers

Identifiers Retired Senior Soluntecr Program.
RSVP
I he Retired ~'emus Volureeer Program eras

established to help older Americans asaii
seises of opportunities for voluntary sense,: in
their sortnuait.. Aspects of the program
soscred in this report include administration.
financing. program desclopment. organkrat .

Standards, recruitment, training and supc lllll tin
of solunteers, resource development, public rel.'
lions, and program evaluation (CK 1

ED 076 888 AC 014 401
CosORtnefit Study of the Foster Grandparent Pro-

gram. FOSTER GRANDPARENT PROGRAM.
ACTION.

1100/. Allen Public Administration Services Inc .
Washington. C

Pub Date I Jun 72
Note-162p
1.1)KS Price MF -SU.65 IIC56.58
Descriptors - Adopted Children. Cost Efft.i. toe.

inns. Economically Disads.stitaged. Federal
Programs. Financial Needs. Foster Lundy.a
Grandparents. I.ow Income Groups. 'Older
Adults. Program Administration. tables
(1)311) Technical Reports

Identifiers -Flip. Foster Grandparent Program
The Foster Grandparent Program (I GP1

focuses on three objectives. ( I ) To provide low -

income ederly persons with an opportunn) to
participate in their community. ( 2) to pros :de
financial assistance to low-income elderly per
sons. and (3) To provide social, ps chological,
and educational benefits to children with
(less:foment:II disabilities Costhenelit analyse
applied to this program was limited to Ilse
categories. (I) Federal ad mintaratne costs. ( 2 )
grantee administrative cost. (3) delegate admit's.
trains: cost., (4) host in stitutmn adninustratoe
cosh and (5) project operating Lost. Parts of
the program 141 need improvement include ( I )
delivery mechanisms ands Immisti. ring agencies.
(2) program regulations, and ( 3 ) program ad
ministration and operation ( CK I

El) 076 983 CS 2011 429
!arum, Illasnr
Aspect% of tntonatinn in Black English.
Pub Dote 1721
Note - 14p Cnritshlished study
EDRS Price MF -S0.65 11('.S3.29
Descriptors Ainerscan English. Intimation.

Language Patterns, languishes. Negro At
Modes. Negro Culture. Negroes. Nonstandard
Dialects. Race Relations. Speech Habits.
Suprasegmentals
This study investigated sonic characteristics of

intonation patterns in the English spoken by
black adolescents in Seattle. Washington It was
hypothesised that if intonation is central to vim
municating attitude, and if Black English intona
hum differs systematically from that of Standard
English, communication between Kicks and
whites may he difficult 'the study used tape
recordings of black adolescents in an excited. in-
fo:il discussion, white adolescents (W E ) sis an
informal discussion. and a formal interview with
an adult black male (1519 The following ;Mona
turn features were found characteristic of Mask
English ( I ) a wider pitch range. extending into
higher pitch levels than in W E or EDE. and often
shifting into .1 talsetto register. (2) more level and
rising final pitch contours. ( 3) appatent greater
use of falling final contours with general (yes /no)
questions in formal and perhaps threatening smut
turns, and (4) the use of nonfinal Intonation son-

tours alone (without the use at the word to
mark the dependent clause of a conditional sen
tense 1 he study concluded that the importance
of intonation in communicating attitude has been
greatly underestimated (Author/DI)

ED 078 293 AC 014 485
Kerner. Anion
Why Orpotbe a Retirement PrWPRINI7 How to

Orgambe a Retirement Program.
Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens. Chicago. Ill.
Pub Date 73
Note -46p.
Available fromMayor's Office for Senior

Citizens. 223 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago. Illinois 60601 (no price quoted)

Document Not Available from MIS.
DescriptorsAdult Programs. Guides. Motiva-

tion. Organization. 'Program Planning.
'Retirement
A two-part guide to retirement programming is

presented The first pan provides a rationale for
retirement programs and is intended to stimulate
leaders in business, labor. governmental. educes-
Donal, religious. and social service organizations
to offer retirement programs or reline those
which they already offer. The second part
describes what a preretirement program should
include. It outlines the subject matter, recom-
mends the design, and lists the resources incor-
porated in effective retirement program.
(Author/CR)

El) 078 828 .11: 730 165
Amin, Moir% W.
The Development of the Hawaii State Senior

Center.
1/ni% . Honolulu Honolulu Community

('oIl
Pohl/ate 73
Note-17p.; Paper presented at the Summer In

:dilute on Social Gerontidogy (Ann Arbor.
Michigan. 1973)

EIRE; Price S1F-$0.6511C-53.29
I )cvcri mot.- *Conan 'unity Collages. Iluman

Service. Innovation. Post Seeinidary
hon. *Senior Cituens Action,
Speeches

Identifiers -11.swals, Ilonolulu (*omit:tiny Cul.
lege
A multi-purpose senior center within a commis

nity college setting is the Gnus of this present.:
pun the following points are ilestussal (I) the
historical development cif the Hawaii Stall Senior
('enter with respect to national and local pro
grants on aging. (2) the financial mons of ex
pending and supporting the vanous stages of
development. (3) the program impact of the
community college stall and the students. and (4)
the insolsement of the legtslaturc and the polio.
cal lisi.:d situation that has prevailed the
Honolulu ( Vvinnionsty College is developing De-
partment 01 Human Sersices It is ensisoncif that
the Senior ('enter will be a rniair component of
this department the pros d cons of reconi
mend:Mons made are discussed (1)81

ED 079 573 AC 014 512
&Inman. Herman II Welborn'. fllamb S.
Facts and Figures on Older Americans: State

Trends 1950.1970.
Administration on Aging WHEW). Washington.

C
Report No A0A.6.DHLWSRS.73.20(107
Pub Date 1711
Note -27p
EDRS Price MF-50.65 He-53.29
Descriptor% Census Figures. Demography,

Older Adults. IPopulation I rends, Racial Da
femme.. Sensor ettuens. 'Statistical Data.
I rend Analysts
I rends in numhers and distribution of 1114 older

pupulation, on a state by state basis, are given
the data are broken down into the total older
population and the older Negro pupulation
figures arc also broken down by sex and by two
age group% 45 through 64 and 63 and over
(CI: I

ED 079 613 CG 006 919
Grans. Comm Hal
Age Differences In Self-Concept from Early

Adulthood through OM Age.
Puh Date 69
Notellp
ELMS Price MP40.4511043.29
Descriptors Adult Development, Age Dot

ferences, Changing Attitudes, Individual Dd.
ferences, Older Adults, Research Projects,
Self Concept. Sex Differences, Social At.
titudes. Socioeconomic Status
Several works have suggested that life proceeds

in a pattern of developmental stages choral:.
tensed by expansion during the early adult years
and rcstriction, or withdrawal, after middle age
Postulating that self-concept might also be ex-
pected to reflect this curvilinear pattern of life
stages, the author explored differences in adult
seleoncept measures across age levels. This
study assesses the seleoncepts of a crosssee
tonal sample of 500 adults in five age groups,
using the Tennessee SelfConcept Scale and

-ms A and 8 of the 16 PF Personality Factor
Questionnaire The results support a general life.
stages model of change, but the pattern is not a
uniform expansso restnetion one for all factors.
The self-concept changes suggest a complex pat.
tern which may be, in part, a function of
socioeconomic status, age, and social rules. Wide
variability is probably attributable to individual
differences. 'the feelings a person reports about
himself tend to become more positive with age.
with crisis periods experienced in the 30's and
Mts. Socioeconomic status affects reported self.
concept feelings and apparently masks some
areas of concern How one views himself may be
as dependent upon how one perceives his role in
life as upon his age. (Author/1114n

ED 079 614 CC: 006 932
Moms. Robert And Others
1971 White House Conference as Aging: Facial.

tics. Programs. and Services.
White House Conference on Aging. Washington,

D.C.
Pub Date Apr 71
Note-611p
Available from U.S Government Printing Of.

rice. Washington, DC 211402 OW 5.70) Stock
05247.0020

EURS Price MF10.65 NC-13.29
DescriptorsConference Reports, Consumer

Education, Facility Improvement, Government
Rule, Human Services. Laws, Legal Aid. Na.
burial Programs, Older Adults, Program
Descriptions. Senuir Citirens
This paper is presented in three parts. Part One

considers the nature of the need for facilities.
programs, and services for older people, sets
forth longrange goals, reviews available Informa
lion with respect to this area of action, nd
identifies major shortcomings of present op.
proaches. Part 1 wo is devoted to consideration of
needs, goals, current knowledge. and gaps in the
increasingly important areas of (A) Consumer
Services and OH Lego! Services. Part Three sets
forth and discusses ten issues which foci:. discus.
soon on the formulation of recommendations
looking toward the development of national pots.
cies aimed of providing adequate and relevant
services for tac older population. (Author /LAA)

ED 080 728 VT 021 (155
( 'otmi/o. Re/v., %Oben
An Identification of Differences Retneen Par.

ticipating and Non.Participating Autumohile
Workers in A Prrretirement F.ducatinn Psis.
gram.
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El) 081 977 CE 000 209
(A Program to Prepare Older Wirkers for Retire-

ment and Interest Commusity Groups is Pre-
Retirement Planning.) Second Amami Report,
September 1. 1960 to August 31. 1969. Drake
University Pre-Retlreaseat Plansilag Center.

Drake Univ.. Des Moines. Iowa. Pre-Retirement
Planning ('enter.

Spoils Agency -Department of Health. Educa
trim. and Welfare. Washington. D.0 Commis.
won on Aging Manpower Administration
(DOL). Washington, D C Office of Research
and Development

Report No-DI.MA82.17.6757.1
Puh Date Aug 69
Note -228p . For East Annual Report. see CE

0002
Avadahle Lim National Technical Information

Service. Springfield. Va 22151 (PB.199 526.
MF SI 45.14C $3 00)

Document Not Available from ERRS.
licscriptiOC- C11mmunity Organtzations, Estate

Planning. Older Adults. Planning, Program
Content. Program Design. Program Develop.
nient, Program ',valuation. Retirement

Identifiers-- Preietnement
the project was designed to develop, and cval

lode the effectiveness of pre-retirement
planning program The project. in its second year
of operation_ has had 575 participants who at.
:ended a seven-week series of programs covering
the topics of employment after retirement, estate
planning company fringe benefits. continuing
education, investments. Social SecurityMedicare,
and psychological aspects of retirement In.
dividual pre.rctirement counseling was also pin
voted The shantung attitudes and the levels of
participation of the clients are examined through
the use of questions designed at the project and
by other sources. (Author)

ED 081 983 CE 000 216
The Aging Worker: Insights into the Mas.

sadmeetts Problem.
John E. Kennedy 1 amity Service Center, Inc .

Charlestown, Mass
Spons Agency-Manpower Administration

(DOLL. Washington. DC Office of Research
and Development

Puh Date May 69
Note-103p
Available from National Technical Infnrmation

Service. Springfield. Va 22151 (P11.199 176.
MF SI 45. HC 53 00)

Document Not Available from EDRS.
Descriptors - Adults. Employment Opportunities.

Employment Problems, Employment Services.
Human Services. Job Development. Job
Placement, Manpower Development. Older
Adults
The report discusses the problems of the older

worker (those 45 and older) in ohtaining and
maintaining employment in the state of Mu
sashusetts It oho assesses the fcesshility of
redirecting and reastivatinv the older et

toward employment with the aid of job counsel-
ing and placement. jib development. and corn
prehensivc supportive services such as medical.
surgical, dental, and psychiatric Cafe (Author)

FD 081 984 CE 000 217
A Program to Prepare Older Workers for Retire -

meat and Interest Coeniaunfty Groups la Pre-
Retirement Planning. First Annual Report. June
1.1967 to August 31. 19611.

Drake Unit . Des Moines. Iowa PreRetircment
Planning Center

Spcns Agency-Department of Health. Educa-
tion. and Welfare. Weshii.gton. D.C. Commis-
sion on Aging tanpovrer Administration
(DOI.). Washington. D.0 Office of Research
and Development

Repent No-DLMA12.17.66.61.1
Pub Date 31 Aug 68
Note- 202p.
Available from-National Technical Information

Service. Springfield. Va. 22151 (PB-199 495.
ME 51.45. HC 53.00)

Document Not Available from EDRS.
Descriptors -- Administrative Personnel. Commu-

nity Programs. Employment. Government Ens-
pinyees. Industrial Personnel. Labor Unions.
Manpower Utilization. 'Older Adults. Profes-
sional Personnel. Retirement, Work M
titudes

Identifiers-Preretirement
The purpose of this program is to develop

methods for aiding older employed workers in
preparing for retirement and possible retirement
employment The Drake Project jointly funded by
the Administration on the Aging is conducting
sessions inplant through release time arrange.
ment often on cooperation with the recognized
b-gaining agent Other sessions are held at the
University with participants from the community
at large, The goal of the project is to help
prepare the worker approaching retirement to
begin gradually to replace the normal work role
with a satisfactory retirement role. Participants
are divided into 5 groups (Industrial. Business.
Governmental, Professional and Community at
Large). (Author)

ED 032 731 .1C 730 231
Hawaii Stale Senior Center. Fourth Annual Re-

port. July I, 1972 to Jose 3411. 1973.
Hawaii State Senior Center. Honolulu
Spons Agency-Hawaii Univ. Honolulu Honolu-

lu Community Coll.
Pub Date 73
Note- 99p,
EDRS Price MFSOAS HC53.29
Descriptors-Annual Reports. College Role.

*Community Colleges, Community Service
Programs. Post Secondary Education, Pro.
gram Evaluation. Senior Citizens. Statistical
Data

Identifiers- Hawan State Sento :enter
The activities of the Hawaii State Senior

Center during its fourth year of operation are
discussed. The center. which is sponsored by the
Honolulu Community College. provides health
services, counseling. adult education. community
eervice, and recreation and leisuretime activities.
Enrolled mcmhership of the center is 1.776. This
annual report discusses the status of the project.
statistics related to assessment of the volume of
services, participant characteristics, redefining
project ohjectives, natinnal recognition, and
problems and future directions. Appendixes pro.
vide two papers by Dr. Gerald Meredith: "New
Perspectives on Sacra! Groups at the Hawaii State
Senior Center" and "Test of a Hierarchical
Model of Behavioral Objectives at the Hawaii
State Senior Center MB/

ED 083 369 CE 000 271
Vickery. Florence E
Creative Programming for Older Adults: A

Leadership Truing Guide.
Pub Date 72
Note -31 rip.
Available from-Association Omsk W W Norton,

191 liroadway. N.Y.. NY 10007 (512.95)
Document Not Available from EDRS.
Descriptors-Agency Role. Attitudes. Commit.

tees. Geriatrics. Human Services, Leadership
Training. Older Adults. Personal Care Homes,
Professional Training. Retirement. Senior
Citizens. Social Behavior, Social Work. Social
Workers. Textbooks, Voluntary Agencies
The book is a textbook for preparing students

for positions in professions through which the
needs of eacr adults are met. It is a manual for
inservice training of agency staff, aides, and
technicians and serves as a guide for leadership
training workshops for hoard. council, and com-
mittee members, and other volunteers working
with older adults. The book is divided into three
main parts: (1) older Americans in technological
society-which focuses on social and cultural ad-
justment. (2) effects of the aging process on so-
cial funet..ming-physical, mental, psychosocial.
and psychological factors of aging. and (3)
development and administration of social pro-
grams for older adults. The final chapter works
toward developing a philosophy about aging.
(Bibliographies are includes'.) (MS)

ED 083 484 CG 008 134
Spell/do. Raymond H.
Gerontology Research hastructiosal Program.

Fiend Report.
)alias Public Schools. Oreg.
Spons Agency-Office of Education (DHEW).

Washington. D.C. Regional Research Program.
Bureau No-BR14.066
Pub Date Mar 73
Contract-OEC-X-72-0004(057)
Note -68p.
EDRS Price MF-S0.65 HC43.211
Descriptors-Adult Development, Age Dif-

ferences. Attitudes. Changing Attitudes.
Citizen Participation, Educational Programs,
Learning Activities. Older Adults Senior
Citizens, Teacher Attitudes

Identifiers-Gerontology Research Instructional
Program. GRIP
The Gerontology Research Instructional Pro-

gram (GRIP) wad developed and implemented in
the Dallas. Oregon. Public School System to
determine: ( 1) the feelings and concepts toward
aging held by elementary and secondary school
students: (2) the effectiseness of a variety of
planned instructional activities in changing those
feelings; and i3) the age/gradc levels significant
in changing attitudes toward aging. GRIP project
included: ( I) conducting a twoday workshop for
participating teachers, (2) developing organized
units of classroom instruction (mini.lessons), (3)
involving older pioplc in the classroom setting:
and (4) pre- and post-testing of the attitudes
toward aging of participating and control children
and teachers. Findings indicate children and
teachers know very little about the process and
prohlems associated with aging, with children
showing a more positise attitude I..)%ard older
citizens than do their teachers. Through planned
learning activities. childrens* attitudes can be
changed to ones of greater acceptance and in.
terest. A relative universality of application of in.
struction 00 aging was found to be appropriate.
The involvement of older citizens as teacher
aides. tutors, or special resource teachers success.
fully raised the children's understanding of aging
and provided a rewarding experience for the
older citizens Appended are workshop agenda.
schedule of project activities. tes instruments and
results, and miniessnn outlines ( Author/NMF)

ED 084 436 CE 000 650
Adams, Leonard U Anderson. W. Michael
Older Job Seekers and Occupational Information.
Pub Date 71
Note-Sp For related documents concerning

OIAS see CE 000 6414. CE 000 649. and CE
000 652

EDRS Price mFs0.65 HC-S3.29
Descriptors-Career Planning. 'Computer

Oriented Programs. Information Systems. In-
formation Utilization. Middle Aged, Occupa.
tional Guidance, Occupational Information.
Older Adults. Questionnaires

Identifiers-Help Elderly Locate Positions, 'Oc-
cupational Information Access System
Help Elderly Locate Positions (HELP). spon.

cored by the Emerald Emoire Council on Aging



and funded by the Administration on Aging. is a
nonprofit employment referral service for older
workers. 33 and older, that has helped 1.206 el
duly workers find jobs. major area of involve.
mcnt at HELP focused on exposing the older job
seeker to the Occupational Information Access
System and observing his reactions to the system
Upon completion 0f the OIAS questionnaire.
which lists occupations to explore appropriate to
aptituoes and interests. fifteen new registrants
were asked to complete an evaluation of the
process. The evaluatcm was concerned witis their
impressions of the system, opinion: toward older
people entering new occupations. thzit considera-
tion of professions indicated suitable by the
system. and their ratings of various sources of oc
cupational information. Results indicated a
favorable reaction of 01AS usage in a counseling
contest. (EA)

ED 084 999 HE 004 892
Sherman, Edith M. And Others
Patterns for Progress In Aging: A Work Study In

Social Gerontology.
Administration on Aging (DHEW), Washington.

-7,C Denser Urns., C010. Dept. of Sociology.
is -port NoDHEW-SRS-73-20190
Pub Date Jun 73
Note- 54p,, A Demonstration Project at the

University of Denser
Available fromSupe.intendent of Documents.

U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington.
0 C. 20402 (SO 60)

EDItS Price MIF-S0.65 HC -$3.29
DescriptorsCollege Students. Field Experience

Programs. Higher Education. Older Adults.
Program Descriptions. Senior Citizens. Work
Study Program:

Identifiers Unisersity of Denver
This report describes the Work-Study Project-

Services to the Aging at the University of Denver.
The project was designed to sensitize students in
their understanding of the role and functioning of
older people in a changing social structure and
through a field work and academic program, to
acquaint students with the occupational and
professional potentials in the field of social pron.
trilogy. The project description reviews the initia
tion of workstud) project. Organization and
structure, evaluation, and summary of The pro.
ject Appendices include brochures, a followup
questionnaire, evaluation forms. and other related
materials (MJM)

Et) 086 938 CC 005 656
Kauffman. Earl
Aging and the College Curriculum.
Pub Date 23 Apr 73
Note -19p. Paper prepared for the Aging and

the College Curriculum Workshop. West Vir.
gun.' coon:H..14in on Aging. Unis of West Vir.
ginia (23 April 1973,

EDRS Price NIF$0.63 HC43.29
DescriptorsAdult Education. Adult Students.

'College Programs, COMMUIllq Programs.
Educatonal Programs. Older Ad I P fograr
Descriptions. Retirement. Senior Citizens
This paper focuses on the increasing number sat

senior citizens correntls on college campuses.
The author discusses sonic special programs
made availahlc hs several universities to retirees
who return to school These programs offer spe
cud Wholships. counseling services. and
seminars, Some of the universities specifically
mentioned are the riusersits of Kentucky. the
('insersit) of Connecticut. the University of New
Hampshire. the University of Vermont. the
University of Rhode Island. the University of
Oklahoma. Utah. and Oregon State 1 he author
also includes section of offcanipus programs
that arc sponsored by cos or count) hoards of
education, (RWP)

ED 056 939 CO 005 657
Kauffman, Earl
School Hells are Ringing for Grandparents.
Pub Date May 71
Note 17p Paper presented at the Pre.Retire.

nient Conference. 6 May 1971. Greensboro.
Norris earol.na

FORS Prier .IFS0.63 11C-$3.29
Descriptors Adult Education. Continuing Falti

cation Centers. Continuous learning. Educa
honat Programs. Individual Development
'Morale. Older Adults. Retirement. Senior
Citizens. Spc -ches
The major premise of this paper is that morale

in retirement is achieved through involvement in
intellectual, social, and physical experiences
svfich are meaningful to the person and his social
milieu The paper posits that these experiences
arc to be found in continuing education.
Presented are 12 hypotheses dealing with old age
and the process of aging. Included are deserip
tams of three operational systems for deliscring
educational programs to older adults, and reac
tion statements from people involved in these
programs (Author)LKP)

ED 086 940 CG 00A 654
Kauffman. Earl
Continuing Education for the Aging.
Rhode Island Univ.. Kingston.
Puh Date May 70
Note 13p . Paper presented at the Advanced

Seminar on Aging. New England Ctr. for Con-
tinuing Education. S May 1970. Kingston,
Rhode Island

FORS Price MFS0.65 HC -$3.29
DescriptorsAdult Education. Age. Literature

Reviews. Older Adults. Personal Adjustment.
Retirement. Senior Citizens
This paper develops the thesis that high morale

among older people; i e., a state of cheerfulness.
confidence. and zeal, is achieved through intellec-
tual. social and physical involvement in ex-
periences which are meaningful because they are
personally satisfying and socially relevant. It is as-sumed without further elaboration that high
morale is the major goal all gerontologists seek to
achieve The major premise upon which the they
is rests is that the criteria for evaluating the per-
sonal and societal consequences of involvement
are moted in the value system of prevailing Cu!
turc A corollary to this premise postulated that
such value systems are capable of moditicatiun in
the presence of identifiable, manipulatable forces.
Except for a brief preview of major value deter-
minants affecting older people in our contempo
nary culture, the major thrust of this paper is
devoted to the formulation of operational eon
eepts which, hopeful!). will prove useful to
gerontominsters" and "geronto-leaders- in the
formulation of strategic: necessary to achieve
high morale among the people they serve.
(Author)

ED 086 944 CC 008 664
Educational Alternatives for Senior Citizens.
Pub Date 74
Note-40p.. Proposed subproject for tunding

under the provisions of Title 1. Highe- Educa-
tiim Act of 1965

FORS Price mrso.65 HC3.29
DescriptorsAdult Education Programs, Adult

Students, Continuing Education Centers.
Educational Programs. Educational Research,
Retirement. Senior Citizens
The Dallas County Community College OM

trict, in conjunction with Amarillo College. has
been charged with cstahlishing a task force to
develop a comprehensive plan of educational al
ternatodes for senior citizens in the State of Tes
as This paper is a report on the subsequent
proposals made by this task force, Using the goals
of the Educational Report of thc 1971 White
House Conference on Aging, the main objective
of the present plan is to provide senior citizens
with meaningful learning experiences which wiil
help them enjoy life. After an analysis of continu
mg education programs in Texas and other states
and of demographic characteristics the following
proposals arc made (I, that courses directed
towid the elderly be administered by schools of
continuing education; (2) that a full time director
and dilutor of the proposed program be
designated; (3) that a Senior Ad y Council he
created. (4) that any community service course
in any area for which there may he a demand he
offered. (5) that the identification and securing
of instructors he the responsihility of the Program
Director. and (61 that thc cost of these nruouscd

activities he funded in a manner sunder to Adult
Vocational Education provided by the Texas
Education Agency. (RWP)



EJ 067 624 090 CG 504 978
Major Neglected Need Opportunity: Old-Age
Counseling Pressey, Sidney L.: Pressey. Alice D,
Journal of Counseling Psychology: v19 n5. pp362-
366. Sep 72

Older Adults. Counseling. Counselor Char-
acteristics. Institutional Role. Geriatrics. Sen-
ior Citizens

A husband-wife team long active in counseling
with the old. residing in an institution for old
persons. have a conviction that there is a need
for counseling of the old and their families by
counselors who also are old. (Author)

EJ 069 544 140 EA 503 201
The Place that Friendship Built Guizzetti. Louis
R,. Community Education Journal. v3 al, pp14.
17.61. Jan 73

Community Programs. Community Educa-
tion. Adult Education. Senior Citizens,
Community Recreation Programs. Retirement.
Social Organizations. Cultural Activities.
(Charlotte County. Florida)

This article describes the development and
activities of the Port Charlotte. Florida. Cultural
('enter -- a center for adult social, cultural, and
educational activities. The adult education pro.
grain was inaugurated to alleviate the discontent
and loneliness that prevailed among the retirees
living in the county. (Author/DN)

EJ 069 340 080 CS 705 357
The Aging: Can Cable Television Help? Geller.
Robert: Cherow, Renee. Media and Methods, v9
n3. pp33.35, Nov 72

Cable Television. Programing (Broadcast).
Older Adults. Communication Problems, Tele-
vision Commercials. Consumer Economics,
Information Dissemination

EJ 070 318 380 AA 514 528
In Loco Drandparentis lanai. Mary Ellen:
Strachan. Margaret Pitcairn. Instructor, v82 n6.
pp! 74.5. Feb73

Older Adults. Age. Volunteers. Teacher
Aides. Elementary School Students. Student
Attitudes, Social Studies Units. Age Differ-
ences

Describes a sevcioseck unit on "Sensitivity to
the Aging Process" for elementary students. and
a program which retired persons as

classroom aides (SP)

EJ 070 327 380 CG 505 266
Age Discrimination in Employment Testing
Jenkins, Mercilce M. Vocational Guidance Quar-
terly, v21 n2. opt 39.143. Dec 72

Testing. Employment Services. Job Appli-
cants. *Discriminatory Attitudes (Social). Old-
er Adults. Age. Employment Practices

Rcccnt rulings arc reviewed and relevant issues
discussed regarding discriminatory use of tests
with older job applicants (Author)

Journal Articles

EJ 070 912 090 CG 505 333
Six Veterans of Placement & Raernitment Eater
Retirement , Journal of College Pkcemen4
pp79-81, Oct/Nov 72

'College Placement, 'Professional Recognition,
'College Faculty, 'Retirement, 'Historical Re-
views. Placement, Recognition

Brief profiles of six of the most widely known
and respected practitioners who will be remem-
bered for their many years of service and
numerous contributions to the field. (Editor)

EJ 071 175 140 AA 514 897
Golden Oldies: Sealer Citizens Go Rath to
School Cole, K. C., Saturday Review: Education,
vl nl. pp41-4. Jan 73

'Senior Citizens, 'Retirement, Older Adults,
'Mental Development, 'Continuous Learning,
Intellectual Discipliner, Learning Activities.
Discovery Processes, Adult Education, Educe-
Lionel Development

Everybody's going to school these days in "old
folks country"-Pinellas County, Florida. In ever
increasing numbers senior citizens there are
enrolling in continuous learning ovirses and
renewing their interests in living. (Author/RK)

EJ 072 065 380 AC 502 339
Older Persons, Nutrition, and Adult Education:
A New Opportunity Peterson, David A., Adult
Leadership, v21 n8. pp261.273. Feb 73

Older Adults, Adult Education. Nutrition
Instruction, Federal Programs. Educational
Opportunities

The federal nutrition program for the elderly can
also provide opportunities to introduce nutrition
education into senior citizen programs. (SP)

EJ 072 095 380 1JD 502 046
A Successor Model for Community Support of
Low-Income Minority Group Aged Barg, Sylvia
K.; Hirsch, Carl. Aging and Human
Development, v3 n3. pp243-252. Aug 72

Older Adults, Minority Groups. 'Low In-
come Groups, Community Support. Experi-
mental Programs, Political Power. Discriminato-
ry Attitudes (Social), Models, Community
Involvement

This paper is a description and evaluation of the
Philadelphia Model Cities Senior Wheels East
program. (DM)

EJ 073 683 380 JC 500 460
Serving The Needs Of Retired Persons Carlson,
Charles R . Community and Junior College
Journal. v43 n6. pp22.3. Mar 73

Retirement. Senior Citizens. Unman Re-
sources. Adult Education. Noncredit
Courses, Educational Planning, College Role.
Educational Needs. Attendance. Program De-
velopment

Study of older people focuses on communication

with retired people, the finding that there were
considerable differences between normal college-
age population and the aged population, and a
series of recommendations for planning programs
for the aged. (Author/RK)

RP 076 322 240 EC 051457
Sensory Stimidedsn Is the Nerds, lleseet
Carobs; Robert H., New Outlook foe the 8E04
v67 n3. gp126-30. Mar 73

'Visually Handicapped. Older Addis. °Institti
tionslized (Persons). 'Sensory Experience.
'Staff Role, Sensory Training. Guidelines

Research findings concerning the relation be-
twees varied stimulation and adaptive functioning
are used to (consulate guidelines for those
working with

OW)
elderly blind persons in nursing

homes. (

ER 076 007 370 AC 502 Mil
Win Well After Piny. A Prefseslesel WW1
Hirsch. Hymen, Adult Education (Zendota v45

3,296-9, Jan 73
°Retirement. Professional Personnel, Remis-
ing, Professional Training. Program Descrip-
does, elnstitute for Retired Professionals]

The author, director of the Institute for Retired
Professionals in New York, describes activities of
the association. (DS)

EJ 077 709 150 VT 504 828
A Preretirement Program That Works Christrup,
Helen, Journal of Home Economics, v65 n4.
pp20-22. Apr 73

Educational Programs, Senior Citizens. Re-
tirement. Program Descriptions, Older Adults.
(Preretirement Programs)

EJ 078 437 330 Li 502 954
Readies Interests and Needs of Older People
Romani. Dorothy. Library Trends, v2I n3. pp390-
403, Jan 73

Older Adults, 'Reading Habits. 'Library
Programs. Library Research, Large Type
Materials. Bibliotherapy

A number of factors have sn impact on reading
needs and interests of older people as compared
with younger adults. Patterns of reading interests
are visible but not generally applicable to the
entire group of older patrons. Library programs,
bibliotherapy, reading aids and further research
are discussed in terms of these findings. (32
references) (ICE)

EJ 078 438 330 LI 502 955
Library Programs and Activities: Serving the
Aides Directly Reed, Emily W., Library Trends,
v21 n3, pp404-412. Jan 73

Library Services, 'Older Adults, Library
Programs. Large Type Materials, Audiovisual
Aids. Bibliotherapy, Bookmobiles. Library Ex-
tension. Library Surveys



In this beset survey of the kinds at services pang
provided for the aging. the confusion as to who
"the nine arc is discussed as it affects those
services Examples of extension programs. group
activities. mobile units, drop-in centers and use of
special equipment are given. (40 references) (KE)

EJ 078 712 480 VT 504 827
How Can We Really Help the Elderly?
Hoffman, Adeline M Journal of Home Econom
res. +65 n4, pp17-19. Apr 73

Ilome Economics, SC:1,0f Citizens. Special
Health Problems. Financial Problems. Help
Ins Relationship. Older Adults

EJ 079 245 140 AC 502 4"4
Senior Citizen Renewal Action Program
Paulson. Rose Mary. Adult Leadership. v22 n2.
pp59.60.84. Jun 73

Senior Citizens. Educational Adult
Education. Educational Opportunities. Pro.
grain Proposals. Retirement. Community Col.
lcgcs. Criteria. Costs

Article describes policies and projects designed to
go.c older sitirens educational experien.es suits
ble to their needs IRK)

EJ 079 535 200 UD 502 279
Being SpecialAnd Being Puor Smith. Russell
E . Current 111<too.s64 n382. pp261-263. Jun 73

Economic Disad+antagement. licalth Needs.
Youth Problems. Older Adults. Child Wel
fare

Barring a fundamental redistribution of income
and the provision of national health services. it is
unlikely that the problems of special categories of
poor will soon be sol+cd (DM)

EJ 080 169 380 VT 504 977
A Program Proposal: Helping Older Workers
Shift Gears into Retirement Cokinda, Robert
Milton. American Vocational Journal. v48 n5.
pp58-59. May 73

Role Perception. 'Older Adults. Sociocco
nomic Status. Planning. Retirement. Role
Conflict. Change. Adult Education

Describes proposed skill training and rehabilita
non program for youth and adults (S) )

EJ 081 407 250 SP 501 932
The Changing Physiology of Aging Wcg. Ruth
B,. American Journal of Oeeup.vtional 7hcrap3.
v27 n5. pp213-7. Jul-Aug 73

Age. 'Older Adults. Physiology. Adult Char.
acteristies. Physical Characteristics

Discusses rates. directions of changing physiology
in aging, andwhat is normal aging. (IA)

&I 081 753 380 CO 505 864
Adult Children and Their Aging Parents Snow,.
Bertha G . Social tiorh. +18 n3. pp78.85. May
73

'Social Work. Older Adults. Family Relation.
ship. Ilelping Relationship. Child Responsibil
ity. Family Problems. Problems

This study of the relationship of less ishAincric.in
adult children to aging parents found that the
shildren were intensely involved in helping their
parents cope with a wide range of problems
Although the study dealt with a specific ethnic
poop. the findings haying unpin:soon% for social
+sink with all aged persons (Author)

EJ 081 778 380 LD 502 433
Communal tAfe-Styles for the Old Ilochhild.
Arlic Russell .S'ocrco. v10 n5. pp50.58. JinAug
7

Older Adults. Sosial Life. Social Isolation,
Family Life. ( ompanions (Ossupation). Re.
tiro:lent. Peer OriniPs, Peer Relationship.
(Communal Living. San PransMOI

Presents evidence that disengagement from life
may be sitsiationalthat boa an individual ages
depends largely on his/her social milieu. and that
socially isolated older people may disengage but
that older people supported by a sommunity of
aonrooriate VMS. do not (Author)

EJ 081 873 420 CO 505 936
A Grandmother on Campus Auer. Mary A.
Journal of the National Association of Women
Deans and Counselors. v36 n3. pp137-138.Spring 73

Higher Education, Older Adults. Student
Adjustment. Students. 'Student Attitudes.
Adjustment (To Environment)

LI 011 174 420 CG 505 937
Me Call of the Campos Brewster, DeAlva C.,
foumal of the National Association of Women
Deans and Counselors. v36 n3. pP139-142.
Spring 73

College Students, °Higher Education, Older
Adults, 'Student Adjustment, Student Atti-
tudes, Students

The views of a student returning to the college
ampus to complete her educadots. (3C)

El 082 056 480 CO 505 865
Relocation of the Elderly Yawncy. Beverly A..
Sloser. Darrell L. Social Work. v18 n3. pp86-95.
May 73

Social Work, Older Adults. Adjustment (To
Environment). Adjustment Problems. Rcloca
tion. Intervention

Relocation can cause serious stress for older
persons Researchers have identified 4. crtain
psychosocial. medical, and environmental factors
that are often associated with this stress. Planners
and practitioners can use these findings as a basis
for effective intervention. (Author)

EJ 082 252 AA 516 331
A Life-Span Perspective For Education Birren,
James E.; Woodruff. Diana S., New York
University Education Quarterly. v4 n4, pp25-3I.
Sum 73

Continuous Learning. Adult Education. Ed-
ucational Objectives, Educational Develop.
ment. Older Adults. Educational Attitudes.
Educational Programs, Generation Gap. Educa
tional Opportunities. Developmental Tasks

Article explores the necessity for recognizing the
continuing educational needs of our older citizens
and presents the benefits of satisfying those
needs, (RK1

EJ 0E2 541 CG 506 110
Family.Kin Networks and Aging in Cross-
Cultural Perspective Shanas. Ethel. Journal of
Marriage and the Forridy, v35 n3. pp505.51 1.
Aug 73

Family Structure. Older Adults. Family
Life. Cross Cultural Studies. Senior Citizens.
Family (Sociological (,od)

EJ 082 683 EC 052 230
The Small Planning Committee: A Tool for
Meeting Human Needs 130nmgcr. Walter B.
New Outlook for the Blind, v67 n6. pp258.65.71.
Jun 73

Social Services. Blind. 'Older Adults. Ps).
chological Needs. 'Group Structure, Visually
Handicapped, Organizations (Groups). Self
Esteem

lU

EJ 083 750 VT 505 225
Teaching Adults in Retirement Parks. Carman,
Agricultural Education Magazine, v46 n4, pp88.
Oct 73

Adult Education, Older Adults, Retirement.
Livestock. Program Descriptions. Agricultur-
al Production, Animal Science, Farm Manage.
ment, Vocational Agriculture Teachers, Educa-
tional Programs

EJ 084 139 CG 506 180
Age Counseling: Crises, Services, Potentials
Pressey, Sidney L Journal of Counseling Psychol-
ogy, v20 n4, pp356.360, Jul 73

Older Adults, Counseling Effectiveness,
Counselor Acceptance, Counselor Character-
istics. Adult Counseling, Personal Care
Homes

This final of two papers regarding the values of
the older counselor in dealing with the elderly
stresses the distinctive contributions that he may
make if he himself is resident in an institution of
the old. (Author)

EJ 014 932 PS 502 744
Social Breakdown and Competence. A Model of
Normal Aging Kuypers, ,3. A.; Bengtson, V. L.,
Human Development. v16 n3, pp181-201, 73

Older Adults. Sods' Influences. Social
Behavior, 'Social Adjustment, Personal Ad-
justment, Self Concept, Personality Change,
Social Breakdown Syndrome (SBS)J

Presents s model emphasizing the interactions
between reorganization of social systems and
individual competencies in old age. The model
suggests the process by which loss of coping
abilities and feelings of worthlessness develop.
Implications for effective intervention with the
elderly are discussed. (DP)

EJ 087 403 CE 500 244
Retirement: A Different Season Wolff. Ilse S,.
Nursing Outlook. v21 nI2, pp763-5. Dec 73

Nursing. 'Retirement, Rewards. Nursing.
Senior Citizens. Leisure Time. Labor Force
Nonparticipants. Success Factors

After a long and distinguished nursing career, the
author reflects on her new experiences in
retirement. (MS)

EJ Ofki 759 HE 504 964
The Educator as Advocate: The Gerontologist in
an Academic Setting Tobin. Sheldon S., Journal
of Education for Social Work, v9 n3, pp94.98, F
73

Higher Education. Social Work, Geriatrics.
Curriculum Development, Professional Edu-
cation, Social Workers. Interdisciplinary Ap-
proach

The educator-advocate as gerontologist must
simultaneously develop a core training in aging,
induce other faculty members to add gerontologi-
cal content, build interdisciplinary bridges with
other academic units, and influence other educa
tional institutions. (Editor)

EJ 089 869 JC 500 578
Education For All Ages Community and Junior
College Journal. v44 nl, ppl 3. Aug/Sep 73

Older Adults, Community Colleges, 'Adult
Education Programs, Volunteers, Educational
Administration, Community Service Programs,
(Retired Senior Volunteer Program]

Discussed a program, designed to provide a
meaningful life for senior citizens through volun-
teer service to the community. (AuthorlRK)

EJ 089 871 IC 500 580
The New Frontier Maust, Ann, Community and



Junior college Journal. v44 nl. pp15.6.48.
Aug/Sep 73

Older Adults. Community Colleges. Educa-
twat Development. Junior Colleges. Individ.
ual Needs. School Surveys. Continuing Educa
tion Centers. Program Development. Human
Services. Information Services

Considered ways in which community and Junior
colleges as well as senior citizens might profitably
interact with each other (RK)

EJ 089 973 JC 500 582
Our Lives As History Watson. Rollin
Community and Junior College Journal. v44 nl.
pp18-9. Aug/Sep 73

Older Adults. Community Colleges. 'Adult
Students. Course Content. 'Educational Objec-
tives. Program Proposais. Seminars. Course
Organization. Group Discussion

Described a course whose primary objective
would be to give meaning and significance to
individual lives by relating them to their collec-
tive history. a period from the early part of the
twentieth century until the present. in which
older people have lived.

El 090 748 CE 500 430
Pre-Retirement Education: A Community Re-
sponsibility Morkert. Carpenter E. Adult Leader.
ship. v22 n7. pp233.5. Jan 74

Retirement. Older Adults. Adult Covnsel-
ing. Vocational Retraining. Aduit Prog.ams.
School Industry Relationship. Released Time.
inplant Programs. Industrial Relations

Organizational preretirement planning increases
stress in middle-aged employees. but programs in
pre-retirement education initiated by community
colleges in cooperat,on with local companies can
be very successful. (MS)

EJ 090 840 CG 506 613
Counseling The Aged in A Public Housing
Project Stevens. Clarice N . Personnel and
Guidance Journal. v52 n3. ppl 89-193. Nov 73

Community Services. Counseling. 'Field Ex-
perience Programs. Public Housing Residents.
Older Adults. Decision. Making. Referral. Self
Esteem. Low Ability Students

The author tells how she approached community
agencies to procure ext.oing counseling services
and to implement new ones. Shc also opened
channels of imminunwation between various
groups (among residents, between housing man-
agement and residsnts. etc. ) Retarded high

school students became involved in meeting
needs of the elderly and an adoptive grandparent
policy was begun (E10

EJ 092 049 SP 502 375
Toward a Humanistic Dimension of HPER
Leviton. Dan. Jnurnal of Health Physical Educa
non Recreation. v45 n2. pp4I-3. Feb 74

Adult Programs. Physical Education.
Health Education. Older Adults. Humaniza-
tion. ( AHPDP. Adults Health and Physical
Developmental Program)



Doctoral Dissertations

PROJECT SHARE: REACTIONS OF RESIDENTS OF
A HOME FOR THE AGED TO A SELECTED
REMOTIVAT1ON TECHNIQUE

Frances Burton ARJE, Ed.D.
Columbia University, 1973

Sponsor: Professor Ruth G. Bennett

Project SHARE (Social Hours for Active Recognition Ex-
change) was a systematic study of impact of the Smith five-
step remotivation technique on a heterogeneous population
served by a home for the aged.

The selected technique had originally been devised for use
by psychiatric aides with patients in mental hospitals. The
purpose of the present study was to obtain data which would
be useful to consultants and other concerned personnel in mak-
ing decisions as to suitability of this technique for use by para-
professional personnel with residents of homes for the aged.

The present study was conducted on a sample of seventy-
two residents of the Society of St. John land, Kings Park, New
York, a member home of the Federation of Protestant Welfare
Agencies, Inc. Characteristics of the heterogeneous popula-
tions served by the Federation's member homes were rzpre-
sented in the sample as follows: size of the sample population;
age ranges, sex ratio, length of residence, religion, educa-
tional and occupational backgrounds, and levels of need for
care.

The SHARE sample was automatically subdivided into an
experimental group and a control group, by a systeinatiz sam-
pling procedure. The experimental group attended a series
of remotivation sessions, the control group did not attend, all
other services and activities offered by fhe Horne remained
constant during the twenty-one week interval in which Project
SHARE was conducted.

Four hypotheses were tested: (1) three standardized in-
dices of a five-index, "post-test only" interview schedule were
used to test a hypothesis that residents exposed to the tech-
nique obtain better scores on measures of socialization, mental
status and morale than those not exposed to the technique;
(2) an unobtrusive measure was used to test a hypothesis that,
over time, attenders of remotivation sessions show measur-
able improvement in behaviors with each other and with a re-
mot:to:ion technician; (3) an unobtrusive measure was used to
test a hypothesis that, over time, attenders engage in mea-
surably higher levels of participation in a home's regular
recreation program than those who have not been exposed to
the technique; and (4) an unobtrusive measure was used to
test a hypothesis, that, ever time, those exposed to the tech-
nique engage in measurably higher levels of functioning in
activities of daily living than those not exposed to the tech-
nique.

The first three hypotheses were supported at the .01 level
of confidence, the fourth hypothesis was supported at the .05
level.

It was concluded from findings of Project SHARE that the
Smith 1, "e -step remotivation technique appears to be suitable
tor use by paraprofessional personnel with residents of homes
for the aged. However, the findings of a specially designed
interview schedule referred to as GES (Group Evaluation of
SHARE) indicated that some modiftcations and adaptations of
the technique would probably enhance its suitability for use
with residents of homes for the aged.

Recommendations for research to further explore suitable
use of the technique with aged individuals and groups included:
(1) obtaining larger, randomly selected samples in a variety

of institutional and community-based service settings; (2) use
of aged cohorts as trained remotivators, particularly with iso-
lated individuals on a one-to-one basis; (3) differential topic
analysis, as a step toward adapting the technique in accord
with special needs and interests of aged persons with differing
cultural, economic, ethnic, religious, educational and occupa-
tional backgrounds. Order No. 73-25,154, 304 pages.

REENGAGEMENT AND THE CONIMENICATION OF
CONTROL INFORMATION 1N AN AfSOCIATION OF
AGE!) VOLUN-ZERS

Ric Inad Linn BARTON, Ph.D.
Univei sity of Oregon, 19'12

Adviser: Carl W. Carmichael

This'study is concerned with the effects of certain commu-
nication variables on the well-being of retired persons. The
suggestion in recent literature in the field of Gerontology is
that increased social interaction is beneficial for the aged.
Similarly, organization research suggests that shared influ-
ence by all members of an organization is important to the
members' sense of satisfaction in that setting. Both of these
theoretical points are here investigated in a voluntary organi-
zational setting for the retired. In this setting. the members
are, ostensibly, provided the opportunity to replace occupa-
tional roles that have been lost as a result of retirement.
That is. they have the opportunity to "reengage" with society.
A pilot organization. representing a growing nationwide net-
work of federally funded voluntary associations for the aged,
was the focus of this field study.

The importance of the communication of influence in the
farm of "control information," to and from the retired aged in
a voluntary setting is analyzed. Eight hypotheses are tested.
The relationships among six independent variables and five cri-
terion variables are considered. The field study includes the
three research methodologies of interviews, archival investi-
gation. and direct observation of organizational processes.
Ninety-four members of an organization that provides volun-
teer opportunities for the aged in a metropolitan community
were selected as a dense sample from a total membership pop-
ulation of 228.

Results indicate that retired volunteers in this organiza-
tional setting are typically placed low in the organizational
structure. The respondents perceived that little opportunity
to communicate influence to supervisors was available to them.
They believed that they received a significantly greater amount
of influence from positions above their own than from those
equal to or below them. The volunteers expressed greatest
satisfaction with those positions in which they were sources of
control information (influence), even though these communica-
tions were directed to those who were equal to or below their
own positions. The niemL,rs interviewed felt that they re-
ceived more control information than general information while
volunteering. Face to face interaction was the most frequent
mode of communicating for the sample, with telephone and
written communications following in that order.

The results suggest that the voluntary association studied
provides little opportunity for its retired members to commu-
nicate control information. They are most often receivers of
such information from high levels in the organization. This
perception, coupled with the retired person's ambiguous role
since his retirement, may negatively effect his attempts to re-



engage with society. Greater member satisfaction in organi-
zations of this kind could be achieved by enabling members at
all levels to communicate more control information. In this
way, no specific organizational level would lose influence, but
the retired aged volunteer's increased satisfaction with the or-
ganization, derived from communicating greater control. could
facilitate reengagement. Order No. ?3 -7861, 175 pages.

ROLE -LOSS, POWERLEOSNESS, AND DEPRESSION AMONG
OLDER MEN AND WOMEN

Alan C. BECKMAN, Ph.D.
Case Western Reserve University, 1972

The major purpose of this study was to explore the relation-
slp of role-loss, powerlessness, and depression in a sample
of older men and women. The variables were selected for the
study as a result of an analysis of the sociological and psycho-
logical theories of suicide, a behavioral phenomena thought by
psychologists to be related to depression. This analysts, along
with an analysis of suicide statistics for older men and women
led to the formulation of a composite sociological and psycho-
lcgical theory of suicide and to the derivation of the study ques-
tions.

From the theoretical analysis, it was expected that in a
sample of older men and women role-loss, powerlessness, and
depression would be positively associated. There was an expec-
tation that powerlessness would act as an intervening variable
between role-loss and depra.Jsion. The specific questions the
study addressed were: 1. Is there a significant correlation be-
tween role-loss scores and depression scores? 2. Is there a
significant correlation between rule-loss scores and power-
less scores? 3. Is there a significant correlation between
powerlessness scores and depression scores?

There were a series of sub-questions concerning the asso-
ciation of these variables for males and females.

Three instruments were used in this study. A modified form
of Rosm's role-loss index was used to measure the degree of
robs-loss. Rosow assumed that role-loss was an indicator of
loss of social integration. Dean's Powerlessness Scale was
used to measure the degree of perceived powerlessness. Beck's
Depression Inventory was selected to measure the degree m
depression. Additional questions were asked to obtain demo-
graphic data on the sample.

Data was collected in individual interviews with 167 older
persons who were members of the Cudell Senior Center. Data
was obtained from 58 males and 109 ft males. Subsequent anal-
ysis indicated that tt, as a non-depressed sample of physi-
cally active, socially active. working class older men and
women.

Although there was a significant relationship between degree
of role-loss and degree of depression, the relationship between
role-loss and powerlessness was not statistically significant,
but it was in the expected direction. It was found that there was
a sigmficant relationship between powerlessness and depression
for females, there was. however, no significant relationship be-
tween these two variables for males. In fact, the relationship
between these two variables for males was in the opposite direc-
tion. The findings did not support the composite theory that had
been formulated.

The linclings support the position that there is a relationship
between social factors and depression. This relationship. how-
ever, may be specific to older men and women.

The concluding section of the study discusses the implication
of the findings for social welfare planning and services.

Order No. 73-16,112. 181 pages.

THE IMPACT OF ACHIEVEMENT ON THE SELF-CONCEPT
IN MIDDLE- AND OLDER-AGED ADULTS

Linda :Marshall ItREN'TSPHAAK. Phi)
Dulte University, 1973

Supervisor: George L.. Mattdo

Much of the gerontological literature has artmed that the
assessment of life-time goals and accomplishments becomes
an increasingly salient activity in late middle age as motivations
to continue achieving begin to wane. The occurrence of this
assessment process is presumed to be integrally related to the
concept of self in these years, and the purpose of this research
was to shed further light on the nature of this interrelation-
ship.

Although it ens recgonized that there is no unitary notion
of sell - cones.; ,t among sociologists and psychologists, certain
commitments were mi.de to vieuing it as containing both a
cogintlye-normati.t componentpertaining to the individual's
sense of dist:ince between chat lie actually is and would ideally
hke to be--at.d an affective componenthaving to do with the
the affect or SWIM` of disturbance associated with this dis-
tance. To indicators vivre used to measure these components:,

actual -ideal discrepancy measure. based on Osgood's se-
mantic diffcremial technique. and the Bradburn and Caplovitz
Affect Balance Scale. A further purpose of the research was
to assess the utility of such a two-fold notion of self-concept.

In a S.M. of 501 white men and women et, sidered repre-
sentailye of the n.ass" of residents ..een ages forty-
SIN and seventy -one in Durham, North Carotin-, the research
adopted a two-fold strategy. First, two basic path models
were developed which conceptualized the predicted relation-
ships between .t number of variables relating to probable fac-
tors taken into consideration by the person in assessing his
accomplishments and each of the to measures of self - concept.
The purpose of this was to determine which aspects of the
achievement assessment process are most useful in explaining
each of the components., the cognitive- normative and the affec-
tiye. Second. the to dimensions of self-concept were examnied
as a single entity by constructing four self-concept types ob-
tained by cross-classifying high and low scores on the actual-
ideal discrepancy score (coiaLtive-normative component) and
the Affect Balance Score (affective component). The technique
of stepwise nn.ltiple discriminant function analysis provided
the means for determining whether variables in the achieve-
ment dimension could discriminate among the four types.

Analysis indicated that. in general. the actual-ideal dis-
crepncy and the affect level were best accounted for by dif-
ferent patterns of variables. A large discrepancy between
iictual and ideal selves was best explained by a high level of
education, lower incomes, lower perceived health, and an ex-
ternal locus of control. Higher levels of education, health per-
ceived as good, and higher levels of social participation proved
to be important resources for the individual iii oringing about
positive affect. For females high positive affect was also asso-
ciated with older age and a perception of time as very scarce.

Analysis of the four self-concept types provided a more
comprehensive picture. Persons with a high actual-ideal dis-
crepancy and positive affect were found to have high achieve-
ment values, high educational attainments, and low occupational .
mobility. Apparently their strong positive affect was associated
with having a fund of resourcesparticularly health and social
involvementsto draw on for possible future attainments.
Those with a high discrepancy and negative affect were also
strongly achievement-oriented and had experienced relatively
high occupational mobihty, but their resources for resolving
the discrepancy could be interpreted as poor--an external
locus of control, fewer social involvements, and poorer health.
Those with a low discrepancy and positive affect were char-
acterized as having lower aspirations and attainments, but also
in extremely strong set of resources--excellent health, a strong
internal locus of control, and more social involvements. Those
who had a lov, art ual-ideal discrepancy associated with negative
affect had extremely low aspirations and attainments and a
very poor set of resources for maintaining equilibrium.



It is suggested that the usefulness of the (our self - concept
types for predicting successful and unsuccessful aging by ex-
plered in further research. Order No. 74-10,729, 223 pages.

TIIE ELDERLY WIDOWED AND THEIR PATTERNS OF
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AND DISENGAGEMENT

Arnold Smith BROWN, Ph.D.
University of Montana, 1972

Director Gordon Browder

The goal of this study has been to analyze disengagement
among elderly persons. How it occurs, what its causes are,
and what effects It has on the attitudes of elderly persons.
he been the specific concerns which hat e been dealt with.
Three basic hypotheses concerning these issues provided the
basis (or the investigation. It was h)pothestzecl, first. that
disengagentvit would more typical!} consist of a series of
abrupt occurrences than a gradual process. Second, it was
hypothesized that the greatest amount of disengagement would
be associated arch the loss of spouse. Third. It was hypoth-
esized that disengagement would be as lied with dissatis-
faction with life and lack of mot ale. Intl-eviews with 263 per-
sons 55 years old and older and living in the metropolitan area
of Missoula. Mont.= provided the data for the study

Broad %ariation in the rates of disenAagement and the file:
,plat the inti:Mer 01 social contacts, had increased rather than
th.cre.i,,ed for many clearly showed that disengagement is
t pit all nel!nel ;raclual. inevitable. 11°r Irreversible. That

r as found P, ,,e car la the lives of pet som, experieniolz
di,ritteit e et eat: ind:cates dolt it does not progress

with .14C but typical!) happens abrupt!) as a result
ot disrupti:e events The mcieaced frequency of dts-
rt.ptive event, with number of year.; lived. not the aging
process it,elf. m.tkes it more like!) that the older the person
i.:he fe:te social contacts he will have. It was found that
the effect of the loss of spouse on citsengagement remained
when other rumor causal variables--age. incapacity. income.
and retirement- -were controlled. It was, therefore, concluded
that the loss of spouse is a mayor cause of disengagement In
relating disengagement to satisfaction It was found that the
elderly tend to substitute one kind of social relattonship for
another when the latter becomes less than satisfying. but to
hold onto intinechate family relationships even when the) are
not totally satisfying. With respect to general morale, a nega-
tive correlation was found between it and disengagement (or
the sample as a whole, indicating a tendency for the elderly

lio have disengaged to have low morale. It was wend that
the negative correlation between these two variables prevailed
and became stronger in all cases when other variables affecting
morale were controlled.

In general, it was concluded that indeed crust elderly per -
suns netther prefer disengagement nor are satisfied ulth it.

Order No. 73-15.743. 134 paws.

AN ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDES Of. GRADUATE REHABILI
TATION COUNSELLNG STUDENTS AND GERONTOLOGY
TRAINEES CONCERNING GERONTOLOGY AND OLDER
PEOPLE

Gera! Dene Marr BURDMAN, Ph.D.
University of Oregon, 1973

Adviser: Richard G. Schlaadt

The purpose of the study was to examine and analyze the at-
titudes, opinions about, and interests in gerontology and older
people held by rehabilitation counseling graduate students and

gerontology graduate trainees throughout the continental United
States. The following general questions were investigated:

1) Do rehabilitation counseling graduate students have any
expressed interest In the field of gerontology?

2) Do gerontology graduate student trainees have any ex-
pressed interest in rehabilitation counseling?

3) Do rehabilitation counseling students perceive a need
for the inclusion of curricular offerings regarding gerontology
and working with older people in their programs?

4) Do gerontology trainees perceive a need for the inclu-
sion of rehabilitation counseling offerings in their curriculum?

5) What are the attitudes of the rehabilitation counseling
students and the gerontology trainees concerning the elderly?

6) Do differences exile between the attitudes concerning
the elderly on the part of tliose rehabilitation counseling stu-
dents who have had exposure tc Gerontology training as com-
pared with those who have not''

7) Do differences exist between the attitudes concerning
the elderly of the rehabilitation counseling students and the
gerontology trainees?

8) Do differences exist between the attitudes of the rehabili-
tation counseling students and the gerontology trainees concern-
ing the concepts of: (a) old person, (b) average person, and
(c) sick person?

5) What inferences can be made regarding cross-curricu-
lar course offerings in rehabilitation counseling and geron-
tology?

A survey and attitudinal measurement instrument was uti-
lized which inciuded: (1) general background and demographic
information and information regarding training level, course
work completed,, and exposure to gerontological and rehabili-
tation counseling concepts; (2) a semantic differential attitudi-
nal measure of the concepts old person, average person, and
sick person; and (3) information regarding interest in cross-
curricular and interdisciplinary approaches. A stratified pro-
portional sample, consisting of 250 subjects, of the population
of rehabilitation counseling graduate students and gerontology
graduate trainees enrolled during the 1972-73 academic year
in university training programs throughout the United States
was invited to participate in the study. The total responsewas
86 percent.

The analysis of the data related to expressed interests and
opinions was made by calculating percentages and applying
standard statistical measures. Comparisons were made be-
tween the strata by utilizing Chi-square analysis at the .05
level of significance. The attitudinal data was dealt with by
calculating the attitude scores of the concepts old person,
average person, and sick person. An analysis of variance with
a priori planned comparisons was utilized to determine whether
any differences existed between the strata at the .05 level of
significance.

The following conclusions were made by analyzing the re-
sults in relation to the areas investigated:,

1) The vast majority of the rehabilitation counseling stu-
dents and gerontology trainees had never, or only within the
past four years. heard of each other's discipline.

2) Very tittle cross-curricular coursework was evi-
denced.

3) Despite the lack of cross - disciplinary exposure and
knowledge, the majority of the subjects felt that either n mod-
erate or a strong relationship existed between gerontology and
rehabilitation counseling.

4) All of the subjects expressed considerable interest in
specializing in the counseling of the elderly; however, the
gerontology trainees expressed significantly more interest in
this career choice than did the rehabilitation counseling stu-
dents.

5) An interest in and need for cross-curricular education
was clearly manifested.

i6)
All of the subjects regarded the concept sick person sig.

cantly more negatively than either the concept average or
old person. There were no significant differences between the
concepts average and old person except in the group of rehabil-
itation counseling students who may have been exposed to ger-
ontology programs. They regarded the concept old person sig-
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nificantly more negatively than the concept average person.
Recommendations were made giving emphasis to cross-

disciplinary studies. Order No. 73-28,584, 108 pages.

A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF TELEVISION IN THE LIVES
OF AN ELDERLY POPULATION

Richard Harc:.ng DAVIS. Ph.D.
University of Southern California, 1972

Chairman: Professor Smith

Little is known about the television audience behavior of
older viewers, even though thetido/1y continue to increase
both in numbers and importance in our society. This study
investigated the television audience behavior of a selected
elderly urban population. An examination was made of several
environmental and personal variables in the lives of the sub-
ject population as they relate to television viewing behavior.
The investigation was extended by comparing television audi-
ence behavior of the urban population with that of a secondary
sample of suburban elderly. From the descriptive study of the
various audience behaviors of the older subjects, implications
for programming were drawn.

The study sought answers to three questions: (1) Of what
influence on television viewing by an older audience are the
demographic variables of age, sex and race? (2) Of what in-
fluence on television viewing by an older audience are the bio-
graphic variables of marital status, work status, mobility,
health and income? (3) Of what influence on television viewing
by an older audience are the sociologic variables of living ar-
rangements, individual interpersonal relationships and family
and friends, and the language spoken?

Answers were sought by investigating three sets of tele-
vision audience behaviors as they reflect the stated variables:
(a) subject viewing time and viewing patterns, (b) subject eval-
uation of the functions of television, and (c) subject evaluation
of programming and program content.

Three hundred elderly urban residents and 174 elderly
suburban residents were surveyed. The age span of the popu-
lation was from 55 to 80+ years. In-depth interviews were ad-
ministered to the larger urban sample, while the suburban sam
ple was given a self-administered questionnaire. Responses
were coded and quantified and cross-tabulations of the stated
variables and the audience behaviors were provided through
computer analysis.

The data indicated that the biographic variables have the
least influence on the audience behavior of the elderly sample,
while the demographic and sociologic variables appear to be
most influential on audience behavior,

It :s concluded that
(1) Television viewing is perceived by the elderly audience

as an important and necessary experience providing positive
benefits: however, the recognition of importance and the bene-
fits vane as the viewer ages. The most effective programming
for this audience should be directed to the "young elderly" and
should be designed to provide them with information relative to
their needs in their new roles as retired persons.

(2) Perception of the television experience is influenced by
the individual differences of elderly viewers as well as by the
common property of age. Program content and format should
be diversified to reach several target audiences within the
larger elderly population. Decisions about program length,
scheduling, and program type may be guided by a consideration
of the limitations age places on the intended audience.

(3) The relationship structure between elderly viewers and
other people is influential in determining the importance of
television in their lives. Television viewing may function as
a compensating mechanism for many older people who are often
cut off from meaningful relationships. The personalities chosen
to communicate with this audience should recognize and cap-
italize on the importance of the roles they play as substitutes

for real-life other people.
(4) Socio-economic differences in the broad sample of ,--2der

viewers are not influential in most areas of television audience
behavior, but they are expressed in some attitudes and opinions
about the television experience. These attitude differences
seem to reflect social class and educational level; neverthe-
less, similarities in the larger elderly audience are greater
than dissimilarities. This indicates that most decisions made
about programming for the elderly can be based on the level of
homogeneity shared by the elderly. When the goal is to influ-
ence attitudes, attention should be paid to the socio-economic
and "class" differences.

Order No. 73-14,395, 311 pages.

SELECTED FACTORS INFLUENCING RETIREE
PARTICIPATION IN ADULT EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES IN DUVAL COUNTY, FLORIDA

Jerry Brown DRUM, Ed.D.
The University of Alabama, 1973

The purpose of this study was to ascertain the influence
thatselected factors had on the participation of retirees in
post-retirement education sponsored by a community junior
college in Duval County, Florida. Factors in the study in-
cluded the areas of personal statistics, retirement informa-
tion, leisure time activities and interest, level of and attitude
toward education, and awareness of and interest in adult educa-
tion. The study was designed to provide pertinent information
to institutions and agencies that are involved in providing for
the educational needs of retirees.

The one hundred subjects included in the study were re-
tirees residing in Duval County, Florida, and were selected
by the use of a random sample number table. Fifty of the one
hundred subjects were engaged in post-retirement educational
activities while the remaining fifty subjects were non-partici-
pants in educational activities.

The data utilized in the study were collected by means of
the interview., The data obtained from the interviews are
compiled and expressed in terms of frequency and percentage.
An analysis of the data was made to determine the effect vari-
ous factors had on the subjects' participation in post-retire-
ment educational activities. The results of the analysis were
presented through the use of tables and discussion.

From the data analysis certain findings were made regard-
ing the effect various factors had on the subjects' participation
in post-retirement educational activities. The subjects most
often engaged in educational activities were female and pre-
sently unmarried., The participating subjects had fewer chil-
dren, were younger in chronological age, and indicated their
present housing to be more adequate than the non-participants.
It was further found that a majority of the participants per-
ceived the condition of their health, hearing, and condition of
mobility as excellent or good.

A greater percentage of the participating subjects had been
retired for a shorter period of time and appeared to have a
better attitude toward retirement than the non-participant.

The large percentage of respondents who expressed having
a good attitude concerning their spare time activities was also
found to be participants in adult education activities. Although
the one hundred respondents reported having access to a tele-
vision receiver, the participating respondents were found to
actually view television on a much less basis than the non-
participants. However, the frequency of reading a newspaper
was just the reverse with the participants being the most fre-
quent readers. Subjects included in the study who were en-
gaged in adult education activities were also found to be more
frequently involved in social and senior citizens' activities.

The formal education level attained by the subjects en-
gaged in adult education activities was found to be significantly
higher than the level attained by the non-participants, The re-
sults of the study also show that the majority of the subjects
presently involved in adult education activities indicated this



type of activity was very important to them.
Transportation was the reason given most frequently for

future non-participation by the participants; a lack of interest
was the reason given by a majority of the non-participants.

Subjects in both groups preferred workshops as a method
of instruction. Other methods of instruction which were indi-
cated in their order of preference are study groups. discussion.
and lecture. Both groups chose morning as the most preferred
time of day for educational activities followed by the choices
of afternoon and evening. Order No. 74 -9346. 104 pages.

COMMUNITY PLANNING FOR THE ELDERLY FROM AN
ORGANIZATIONAL, POLITICAL, AND INTERACTIONIST
PERSPECTIVE

Carroll Lynn ESTES, Ph.D.
University of California, San Diego, 1972

Co-Chairmen: Professor Joseph R. Gusfield
Professor Randall Collins

The research reported here seeks to explore the relation-
ship between the culture of professionals and others involved
in planning for the aging and the elderly themselves. Three
major topics are addressed: 1) characteristics of organiza-
tions and individuals involved in planning; 2) processes and
general activities of planning with relationship to perspectives
of the elderly; and 3) contributions of class, status, and power
vterests in explaining planning activities.

Two years of field work were spent in observing the orga-
nizations which claim to deal specifically with problems of the
elderly. Interviews with officers, staff and members of the or-
ganizations were utilized. An extensive analysis was completed
on the available minutes of all past organization and committee
meetings to obtain information on their historical background
and insight into issues considered. Standard statistical meth-
ods and theories of planning, organization, interorganization,
and conflict were employed in the analyses. The major re-
search questions and findings follow.

1) Do administrators and members of planning organiza-
tions exclude the elderly while determining planning outcomes?
Do aging-specific organizations (those serving only the elderly)
show more interest in planning iv the aged than do organiza-
tions serving mixed age groups?

Planning outcomes are determined by those who direct
and participate as members in panning organizations, fairly
systematically excluding the eldt rly who are alleged to benefit
from the planning.

Aging-specific organizations have greater interest in
local planning than organizations serving mixed age groups.
Their members hold the multiple memberships in planning or-
ganizations and lead in holding positions in aging-related pro-
grams and activities.

2) Are planning activities limited by conflict with other
planning organizations? by organizational structure?

Activities of each organization are influenced by what
the others are doing. Inability to agree on any division of tasks
or functions contributes to conflict. It is difficult to findenough
functions for all the planning organizations. Each organization
seeks to survive, maintain and enhance its position in this field.

The federated, equal-partner, non-hierarchical charac-
ter of the planning groups mitigates against decisive action.

3) Is planning nfluenced by the respective domains of orga-
nizations represented in the planning groups? by the employ-
ment of a sophisticated technology? by the use of scientific
knowledge on aging?

Problems of member organizations may be more impor-
tant than individual members' ideas in planning outcomes. a0r-
ganizations enter voluntarily into concerted decision making
processes only under those circumstances that are conducive
to a preservation or expansion of their respective domain.'"

The *technology* employed involves 'successive limited

comparison' based on current ways of doing things rather than
a rational consideration of the best approach to problems. Ex-
isting scientific research is not utilized, nor are persomiel who
might conduct new research or analyze relevant findings of past
research.

4) Do aging-specific organizations vary as to power status
and economic resources? Is planning hampered by status and/
or power conflicts?

Some members representing aging-specific organizations
are clearly more powerful than others and are likely to be most
prestigious and represent organizations heavily involved in a
network of interorganizational relations.

Because the task of planning is relatively undefined,
status and power struggles develop to a greater extent than
would be possible if planning technology were specific and rou-
tinized.

5) Do interest conflicts affect planning as to types of prob-
lems acted upon, and by implication potential recipients?

Conflicts affect planning proposed 'ar the elderly in
types of services for which support is sought, and individuals
considered as deserving recipients of services planned.

6) Is planning characterized by the rational, processural
or incrementalist approach?

Planning essentially fits the incrementalist model char-
acterized by minor change, a short term perspective and po-
litical contest.

1. Warren, Truth, Love and Social Change (Chicago: Rand
McNally and Co., 1970), p. 200.

Order No. 73-8909, 316 pages.

PROJECT SPECIAL GRANDPARENTS: EFFECTS OF INTER
ACTION OF FIRST GRADE BOYS AND OLDER WOMEN IN
A SCHOOL SETTING

Marjorie Muzzey FERRARI. Ph.D.
Case Western Reserve University. 1973

The purpose of this study was to determine whether agrand-
parent-child interaction in 1. school setting could produce cer-
tain positive effects in both the children and the older persons.

Ten women over sixty with tow incomes acted as Special
Grandmothers to twenty first grade boys with school adjust-
ment problems. For twenty weeks the Grandmothers worked
with two boys on a one-to-one basis for a total of about forty
hours. Ten women with qualifications similar to those of the
Grandmothers composed the control group and twenty first
grade boys who were not in the project served as child con-
trols. AR participants were Black residents of the Hough
Neighborhood of Cleveland, Ohio.

Pre and posttests for the children included Metropolitan
Readiness Tests, Form A; Teacher Rating Scale for Pupil Ad-
justment; and Thomas Self-Concept Values Test. Individual
pre and post interviews with the adults were based on an in-
strument used by Merrill-Palmer Institute which included Life
Adjustment, Attitudes toward Self and Young Children, and Self-
Concept. Qualitative observations and verbatim comments by
both groups of subjects were recorded.

For the children. correleted t tests for difference between
the means of paired observations were used to determtne inittal
comparability of the experimental pairs with their controls.
Analysis of covariance with the pretest scores as a covariate
was used to test the null hypothesis pertaining to each of the
obtained child measures. Initial comparability of the Grand-
mothers with their controls was determined by using a Chi-
square test with all demographic data. The Mann-Whitney U
was used to test the null regarding group differences for Life
Adjustment. Analysis of covariance with the pretest scores as
a covariate was used to test the null pertaining to attitudes to-
ward self and children as well as an Old Age Ratio. The .05
level of significance was set as minimal for acceptance.



Results for the children showed no significant differences
between the two groups of any of the tests. Observations and
remarks by the boys seemed to indicate that the program had
positive effects. Results fur the adults showed difference in
one area: responses to Attitude toward Self as measured by
analysis of covariance. Anecdotal records gave evidence that
Project Special Grandparents had had a positive impact on the
lives of the women.

Limitations were seen in the short duration of the program.
the size of the groups studied, and the tests chosen to measure
both sets of subjects. Despite meager statistical significance,
it was inferred from the qualitative data that further investiga-
tion of Special Grandparent Programs in schools should be en-
couraged. Order No. 74-2512. 137 pages.

THE AGED CONSUMER: SOCIALIZATION AND INTEGRATION
OF THE AGED INTO SERVICING SOCIAL STRUCTURES

Karen Lynch FREDERICK, Ph.D.
University of Pennsylvania, 1973

Supervisor: Otto Pollak

The problem of integrating the aged into social structures
which provide services and the problem of socializing them to
roles through which services are obtained are examined Ir.
this study of aged women residents living alone in an age-
segregated apartment building. It is hypothesized that the
stronger the integration of the individual into the social struc-
ture of the age-concentrated housing environment, the more
likely the individual performs the role of consumer or user of
services through interaction with other residents as servicers
and the more likely he will choose them in future situations.
This is proposed as a subcultural theory of the use of services.
A second hypothesis contends that patterns of obtaining ser-
vices are continued from middle age. the stronger the integra-
tion of the inch :_dual into the social structures of lifelong dura-
tion, particularly the family, the more likely the individual
performs the user role through interaction with these lifelong
primary role partners and the more likely he is to choose them
as servicers in the future. A third hypothesis contends that
mere physical proximity determines selection of servicers:
the weaker the integration of the individual into the social
structure of the family or an alternative primary social struc-
ture, the more likely he will perform the user role through
interaction .,h other residents as servicers and the more
likely he will choose them as future servicers, based on phys-
ical proximity alone.

Ten instrumental services for which the designation of ser-
vicer is not clearly institutionalized are examined including
advice on we:, 'it and nutrition, financiai emergencies, grocery
shopping while all, hairdressing, home care while ill, house-
cleaning, medical emergencies, personal problems, red tape.,
and transportation to doctors' appointments. Identified pat-
terns of relationships with servicers include predominant
reliance on family members, friends, formal servicers, neigh-
bors, or oneself for present and future services; increasing
reliance on formal servicers or primary group members as
servicers in the future; the selection of a variety of segmental
servicers, termed multiple servicers; and uncertainty about
choice of servicers.

A sample of forty women residents living alone were inter-
viewed and participant observation was carried out over a
three-month period. Data are presented as case descriptions
of types of service relationships, observed events, and asso-
ciations among variables.

The subcultural theory of the use of servicers and the en-
vironmental docility hypothesis are not supported; the contit.a-
itytheory is supported. Although these residents have devel-
oped a social structure, engaged in frequent interaction with
neighbors, formed friendships, and participated in social ac-
tivities, clubs, and classes, there is little indication that the

social structure of residents functions to provide assistance
or socialize residents to provide neighborly assistance. The
residents are linked to families, especially to daughters who
live nearby. Those without children and functional substitutes
for kin are unlikely to turn to other primary group members
such as friends, but use formal servicers if it has been a life-
long pattern. Only one woman frequently to neighbors. Even
her case does not support the environmental docility hypothe-
sis since she is integrated into the social structure of residents.
These findings suggest that the relationship of the individual to
family is more important than needs, relationships to aged
peers. or I esiclential setting in determining huw requirements
for instrumental services are met. This pattern is qualified
in that individuals of higher social class standing are more
likely to use formal servicers, probably because this is a life-
long pattern; in the absence of relatives thing nearby, women
turn more often to formal servicers or manage by themselves;
those in poorer health are more likely to turn to family mem-
bers for services. Order No. 74-2412, 251 pages.

INTERVIEWER EFFECTS IN A SOCIAL INDICATORS
SURVEY OF THE ACED

Carl Bernard FREITAG, Ph.D.,
University of Georgia, 1972

Supervisor: John R. Barry

Differential nct interviewer effects were measured in a
statewide social indicators survey of 895 aged people. Fifty-
four interviewers, composed of College faculty members,
graduate and undergraduate students and members of a senior
citizens organization conducted the survey in a 29 county area
in the State of Georgia. Attitudes toward the aged were mea-
sured by a Semantic Differential (SD) administered to each
interviewer. Three dimensions of Instrumental-Ineffective,
Autonomous-Dependent and Personal Acceptability-Unaccept-
ability were used along with demographic information to iden-
tify interviewers with contrasting characteristics. Life Satis-
faction Indicators (LSI) and number of Not Ascertained (NA)
responses, were taken from the survey results to serve as
criterion measures to test the effects of age, sex, race, fac-
ulty-student status, intrusiveness, retired status and the mea-
sures of favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward the aged.
When LSI rating was the dependent variable, interviewer in-
trusiveness was a significant factor. When the number of NA
responses was the dependent variable the three dimensions of
the SD, interviewer race and retired status were significant
factors in producing interviewer bias. It was concluded that
the number of NA responses was more sensitive to interviewer
differences than LSI scores. It was recommended that aged
interviewers should interview aged people and if a maximum
degree of rapport is desired, interviewers should possess fa-
vorable attitudes toward the aged.

Order No. 73-5694, 172 pages.

CREATIVE USE OF THE AGING LN THE EDUCATIONAL.
PROCESS

Kathleen Alice HAGERTY, Ed.D.
Wayne State University, 1973

Adviser: August Kerber

This study focused on the hypothesis that there is a rich
and untapped potential inherent in aging citizens which could
be used to great advantage in the educational process today.
The writer attempted to show that older and retired men and
women find meaning and satisfaction in being an activo part
of regular school programs and young students benefit by
planned meetings with members of the senior generation. The



need exists in contemporary society to bridge the "generation
gap,' particularly between the two significant minority groups
- the aging and the very young. This could be done within an
educational setting, in an indirect yet meaningful manner. The
aura of respect and esteem which was accorded the old people
of past generations might be recaptured through creative mea-
sures by school personnel.

The review of literature showed evidence of the sad condi-
tion of aging in our society. Older humans have a psycholog-
ical need to be wanted and of use, particularly after years of
productivity in a world of work.' The aging are often down-
graded to the extent that they soon lack self-esteem, tend to
become incompetent and are made to feel that they don't be-
long. There is a mutual distrust, resentment, or even ani-
mosity between the two contrasted age groups of western
civilization, senior citizens and youth?

The writer felt that education and society would benefit
if innovative steps were taken to enable qualified aging citizens
to help the young in traditional daytime settings or senior
peers in community school activities. Capable retirees could
i.sit various classrooms to talk about their specialized fields
of past work, serve as individual counselors to problem stu-
dents, act as extra-curricular club sponsors, and participate
in other constructive roles to enhance the educational process.

In order to test the hypothesis, the investigator conducted
a survey among junior high school students to determine how
teens felt about the aging process in general and retirement
years in particular. A program followed where aging citizens
were invited to visit certain classes and talk about past work,
experiences, etc. A follow-up survey was made among teens
in the experimental group classes to determine if there had
been any attitude change toward aging persons. Results showed
that the students who had seen and heard qualified, interesting
retirees expressed more positive views toward the older gen-
eration than members of the control group who had not met
aging citizens through school programs. Another project was
planned whereby students in the experimental group visited
older relatives, friends, and neighbors and heard stories of
past history as seen first-hand. These encounters proved
worthwhile as related in reports brought back to classes by
the young interviewers.

Results of this study showed that retired Americans have
a significant contribution to make in areas of improving vir-
tually all aspects of life and particularly, by helping youngsters
through direct participation in the educational process.

1. Clark Tibbetts and Wilma Donahue, ed., Social and Psy-
chological Aspects of Aging (New York City. Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 1962), pp. 413-415.

2. Melville Jacobs, Ph.D., Patterns in Cultural Anthro-
polma (Homewood, Illinois: The Dorsey Press, 1964), 176.

Order no. 74-11,105, 128 pages.

THE PREDICTION OF RETIREMENT ADJUSTN1ENT

Thomas Leigh HEFLIN. Ph.D.
University of Oregon, 1972

Adviser: Paul Swadener

Retirement has become an institution that affects every
older employee. However, many retired individuals need as-
sistance in adjusting to a comparatively new set of life roles,
Many factors related to retirement adjustment and many types
of experiences occurring after retirement may influence this
adjustment. The primal-) focus of this study was to develop
measures that could be used as predictors of retirement ad-
justment, and at the same time to develop a measure of retire-
ment adjustment within the constraints of previous definitions
of the phenomenon; this would make it possible to test the re-
lationship between the possible predictors and retirement ad-
justment. A major objective was to determine whether pre-

.t((

retirement data could be used to predict retirement experiences.
This was the first time as far as could be determined that a

study used preretirement data to predict adjustment in retire-
ment. The research design incorporated the following features:
(1) the preretirement data were collected by depth interviews
with 234 older employees selected on a random basis from a
total of eight industrial firms, and (2) three years later a follow-
up questionnaire esigned to measure retirement adjustment
was mailed to those employees interviewed earlier who had
subsequently retired. In total, 123 usable retiree responses
were returned which, when combined with the preretirement
data, were used in the research analysis.

The research first involved the application of a mathematics
technique known as factor analysis to portions of the data to de-
velop valid measures of three elements: life satisfaction, po-
tential adjustment, and retirement adjustment. These results
indicated that it is possible to combine questions that measure
face valicht-. of certain phenomena into measures that have con-
tent validit...

The seet,ci stage of the research was the testing of hypoth-
eses about certain intervening situational variables that might
have an effect upon the prediction of retirement adjustment.
Testing at the .01 level of significance, it was found that the re-
tirement adjustment scores were larger for those subjects who
had retired voluntarily, who received as much income in retire
meet as they had expected, and whose health remained the same
or improved since retirement.

In the third stage, correlation analyses showed that, at the
.001 level of significance, the measures of stereotypes and po-
tential adjustment correlated significantly with the retirement
adjustment score, with correlations of .31 and .34 respectively.

Partial correlation analyses were then done to eliminate the
effects of any spurious correlation present. The results pro-
duced correlations that had very little difference, in that the
potential adjustment measure correlation was reduced to .29
and the stereotypes correlation was reduced to .25, both still
significant at the .001 and .01 levels respectively. This anal-
ysis, then, supports the predictive validity of both the stereo-
type and potential adjustment measures, with the potential ad-
justment measure statistically favored because of its higher
correlation and resultant higher significance level.

In the final stage of the study, a stepwise regression anal-
ysis was used to identify variables other than potential adjust-
ment which would be useful in explaining the retirement adjust-
ment score.

The results indicated that in addition to a conceptual model,
a mathematical model could also be developed, which was able
to explain forty-one percent of the variation in the retirement
adjustment scores and was significant at the .01 level, Besides
potential adjustment, the following variables were found to be
important in explaining retirement adjustment: (1) number of
financial changes the subject expected upon retirement; (2) num-
ber of days the subject spent in the hospital the year preceding
his interview; (3) the subject's feelings about retirement; and
(4) economic satisfaction. Order No. 73.7901, 158 pages.

ASSESSING EDUCATORS' ATTITUDES TOWARD AGING
BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER A TRAINING WORKSHOP

Fergus Hartley MAlf.4, Ph.D.
The University of Michigan, 1972

Chairman: David Alan Peterson

The purpose of this study is to report the results of assess-
ments of the attitudes toward aging of a group of Indiana pri-
mary, elementary and secondary school teachers before, at the
midpoint and at the end of a four week intensive workshop on
aging conducted under the auspices of the Department of Adult
Education, Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana.' Currently
held negative attitudes toward aging are discussed as well as

trconceptual models of aging which lead to their perpetua-
Relationships between the concept of socialization, edu-



cation and the development of at.!tudes, are discussed.
At the beginning of the workshop a biographical information

scale designed by the author was administered to the thirty-five
participants, along with a modified version of the Fey Accep-
tance of Self and Other Scale, the Golde and Kogan Sentence
Completion Scale and the Tuckman and Lorge Stereotypes of
Aguig Scale. At the midpoint of the program the Golde Kogan
Scale and the Tuckman Lorge Scale were administered again.
These two scales were given a third time at the end of thework-
shop in conjunction with a repetition of the Fey Scale.

The results of the first phase of tests were tabulated and
used to provide a baseline for comparison with phase two and
three tests results to show the changes that took place. The
Golde-Kogan sentence completion test responses were judged
by two independent judges for each portion. Their results were
then resolved by a fifth judge. The resolved results were used.

A control group of another forty-four Indiana teachers as-
sembied for two different workshops two weeks later were given
the same tests given to the original study group. These results
were tabulated in the same way and compared with both the
Phase I and Phase 111 results from the study group.

No statistically significant differences were found between
the response of the test group and the control group in Phase I,
before the workshop started. No statistically significant differ-
ences were found in the responses of the test group at the be-
ginning, at midpoint or at the end of the workshop period. It is
merefore concluded that the attitudes of the participants in the
workshop were no different from those who did not take part.
No change in attitudes toward aging was found in participants as
they went through the workshop or when they finished.

Further avenues of investigation are suggested in measuring
the results over the three year period of the Ball State Project.
The observation is offered that the chief value of the Workshop
approach lies not in changing attitudes but in clarifying. con-
cretizing, verbalizing and supporting previously existing atti-
tudes as well as offering previously unavailable avenues of ex-
pression of such attitudes. Order No. 73-11,198, 144 pages.

CONTINUED LIVING AND DYING AS PROBLEMATICAL
ASPECTS OF OLD AGE

Victor W. MARSHALL, Ph.D.
Princeton University, 1973

The implications for aging people of the fact of impending
death are assessed, drawing on data gathered in a retirement
community and a home for the aged. Principal emphasis is
placed not on the effects of aging itself, but rather on the grow-
ing awareness on the part of the individual that his death draws
nearer. Heightened awareness of finitude in this sense is seen
as posing two related cognitive problems: the individual may
seek to gain an understanding of death itself, and of his own
dying, as appropriate. Attempts to solve these problems are
viewed in terms of personal and social processes of the con-
struction of reality.

Data were gathered from extensive interviews, participant
observation, and use of documents from the two communities.
Primary emphasis is given to the analysis of interview mate-
rials from a sample of 79 residents of the retirement com-
munity.

Awarenes.; of finitude, considered as the number of years
an individual estimates remain to him, is found to be related to
not only age, but also to the individual's assessment of his health
and age status in comparison with that of family and others in
the community. In turn, those who become highly aware of
finitude are more likely to develop legitimations or reasons
which allow them to view death, and their own dying, as appro-
priate. The development of such legitimations is enhanced by
interactional factors as well, and the type of legitimation de-
pends to some extent on various situational factors of the indi-
vidual, such as his age, health, and relationships with others.

In addition to legitimation of death, awareness of finitude

;

is associated with an increase in the importance of reminis-
cence which serves the function of assisting the individual in
developing a sense of his biography as one which has been
appropriate. The relative effect of personal reminiscence and
reminiscence with others, viewed as personal and social re-
sources in the reconstruction of biography, is assessed. Both
personal and social resources lead to styles of reminiscing
which have diverse affects in terms of the individual's ability
to view his life, as that draws to a close, as appropriate.

Preoccupation with legitimation of death and biography
leads individuals to emphasize the past and its disappoint-
ments. Successful legitimation allows a return to a broader-
ranging time perspective, although one characterized by an
unhurried er relaxed style of planning.

The implications of awareness of impending death are than
assessed in a contrast of the two communities, which are
viewed as variously affecting the ways in which aging individ-
uals view themselves as dying. In a setting such as the re-
tirement community, residents develop and institutionalize
shared meanings and ways of dealing with the vivid presence
of death. This was much less the case in the home for the aged
which was studied.

Finally, the relationship of this analysis is discussed in
terms of its departure from the two prevailing paradigms
within social geront'4ogy, disengagement theory and activity
theory. Order No. 73-18,768, 539 pages.

PRLRETIREMENT EDUCATION: A FACTOR IN
RETIREMENT ADJUSTMENT

Phyllis Ruth MILLER. Ph.D.
University of Maryland, 1973

Supervisor. Dr. George A. Male

This study was undertaken to ascertain the relationship
between preretirement education and adjustment to retirement.
A questionnaire was mailed to all retired Social Security Ad-
ministration employees and a random sample was selected
from those returned within a designated period. The research
sample comprised 500 retirees. Two hundred and fifty of this
number had participated in preretirement education programs
and 250 had not participated.

The initial portion of the questionnaire contained questions
relating to some of the variables that influence adjustment to
retirement. In addition, two measuring devices were used:
The Attitude Im entory and the Value Survey. Several eval-
uative questions were also included for retirees who had par-
ticipated in a preretirement program.

Findings

The analysis of data indicated a relationship between edu-
cation and retirement adjustment. While the two groups com-
prising the sample showed a commonality in social factors,
they differed significantly in their adjustment to retirement.
Based 0.1 these findings, the conclusion can be stated that pre-
retirement education is a positive factor in retirement adjust-
ment.

Implications

The implications arising from this study were discussed
as they pertained to preretirement education as a form of
adult education. Since it was shown that education for retire-
ment does affect adjustment, it was suggested that educators
assume the responsibility for leadership in the planning and
implementation of educational programs that are relevant to
the later years.

Recommendations for further research were also pre-
sented. Order No. 73-28,882, 195 pages.



ME DEVELOPMENT OF A FR1LNDLY VD:twit
PROGRAM AND THE EVALUATION OF ITS IMPACT
ON THE COMMUN1TY-BASED ELDERLY

Sister Mary Anne MULLIGAN, Ed.D.
Columbia University. 1973

Sponsoi: Ruth G. Bennett

The purpose of this study was to develop a friendly visitor
program and to evaluate its impact on isolated, community-
based aged people. Social isohtion, social adjustment, cog-
nitive awareness. and mental state were investigated to deter-
mine to hat extent these /ambles would be affected by
rev-ulaily scheduled friendly visitors. The general hypothesis
was that friemil) visits would ha.e a positive effect on the over-
all adjustment of the aged person being vis:ted. Four specific
hypotheses were tested. They we -e that friendly visiting would
(1) reduce social isolation, (2) improve social adjustment,
;3) improve cognitive awareness, and (4) improve mental state

Interview schedules were administered to 24 isolated com-
munity residents. whose mean age was ".`7. A non-random sam
pie consisting of an experimenta4 group and a control group
were visited in hour-long structured wits once every two
weeks for a period of six months by onu of five pairs of visi-
tors. One pair visited the control group for pre- and post-
testing only. The experimental visits, made only to the ex-
perimental group. were the ten visits between the pre- and
post-testing visits. One r.low-up visit was made to the sur-
vivors of the two groups six months after the major part of
the study ender..

Eight indices used to investigate the impact of the visits
on social isolation, social adjustment, cognitive awareness,
and mental state were: (1) Adulthood Isolation Index; (2) Past
Month Isolation Index; (3) Greeting Behavior Index; (4) Groom-
ing Index; (5) Apartment Upkeep Index; (6) Mental Status Ques-
tionnaire; (7) Social Issues Index; and (8) Mental Status Sched-
ule and Geriatric Supplement. Background data on age, sex,
race, health, education, marital status, work history, and source
c' income were collected and used in analysis of data.

The major finding of the study was that of the follow-up
visit. Six months after the program ended twice as many sur-
vivors of the experimental group were found as compared to
the control group.

Findings showed that both groups remained socially isolated
during the major part of the program. However, the findings
on the follow-up visit to the experimental group showed an in-
crease in social contacts.

Social adjustment, as exemplified by grooming and apart-
ment upkeep, improved in the experimental group but showed
sonic decline on the follow-up visit. The control group showed
little change over six months and a marked negative change in
grooming on the follow-up visit. Greeting behavior during the
major portion of the study was, in general, a normal one. On
the follow-up visit the greeting was less friendly for both
groups.

Cognitive awareness improved slightly during the visiting
period and remained stationary over the six months prior to
the follow-up visit. The control group showed a steady decline
in cognitive awareness over the entire study.

The mental state of the experimental group showed the
greatest improvement during the middle of the program and
then a slight decline towards the end of the visiting. The
follow-up visit found some deterioration in the survivors of
both groups.

The general conclusion was V'at the experimental introduc-
tion of friendly visiting Nought about positive changes in the
overall adjustments in favor of those visited.

Order No. 74-6410. 305 pages.

SOCIAL ADRSTN1ENT TO HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY:
A PANEL STUDY

Patricia McGovern NASH, Ph.D.
Columbia University. 1973

This is a study of the effect of changed housing on older
people. The study examines the factors contributing to and
the extent to which social adjustment of the elderly to age-
segregated housing is possible. A questionnaire was adminis-
tered to a panel of 342 elderly respondents, age 62 and over,
prior to their move to the urban. low-cost. high-rise, age-
segregated facilities for the physically independent elderly and
again after they had resided in these facilities for a period of
one year. The study focuses on changes in health, family re-
lationships. friendship patterns and organizational participation
over HT year and how such changes subsequently contributed
to changes in the morale of the elderly. Similar questionnaires
were also administered to a control panel of 149 elderly who
remained in the community. This study reflects not only the
changes found among the residents of housing for the elderly,
but also compares these changes to those which occurred
among people who remained in the community.

On the whole. morale for both the experimental and control
groups declined. However, the decline in morale was greater
among the control group than it was among those who moved
into the age-segregated housing. This sterns in part from the
fact that, in addition to satisfying the basic need and improved
physical and social environment, housing for the elderly also
provided for a greater sense of security. The old neighborhoods
were rapidly deteriorating--physically and socially. While the
control group reported a decreased sense of security and
greater fear over the course of the year, the opposite was true
for resident of age-segregated housing. Furthermore, man-
agement screening of applicants to housing for the elderly had
resulted in the concentration of a disproportionate number of
healthy older people. Consequently, over the course of the
year, the residents were less likely to know someone who had
died and were less likely than the controls to identify with the
sick and dying.

Initial reports indicated that respondents were in better-
than-average health. A year later, self-reported health de-
clined noticeably. While part of this decline was confirmed by
a reported reduction in the performance of self-maintaining
activities, a substantial part was attributed to the inflated esti-
mates made by respondents prior to the move and, subse-
quently, their more candid answers after they were securely
entrenched in the buildings.

Frequency of contact with family did not change over the
year., However, family relationships not only became far more
visible in the age-segregated community but were a source of
status among the elderly residents. Hence, those respondents
who were relatively neglected by their children could not ignore
the fact that their neighbors were regularly receiving visits
and favors from their children. Consequently, the condition
they had willingly accepted prior to the move was now no loni
acceptable and this was reflected by 'a decline in morale.

The number of friends increased over the year. However,
when the elderly focused predominantly on other tenants to ful-
1:11 their friendship needs, morale tended to decline. Con-
versely. those who maintained contact with people outside the
building as their predominant source of friends were more
likely to have high morale. In short, morale was highest when
existing friendships were supplemented but not overshadowed
by newly-formed building associations.

Participation in organizations away from home declined
over the year. However, there was a relatively high degree of
involvement in activities provided at the housing site.

The overriding theme emerging from housing for the elderly
is the 'leveling out' phenomena. Residents tended to become
more like each other. While healthy respondents had higher
morale than unhealthy ones, over the year morale declined
more for the healthy than the unhealthy respondents. Those who
had few or no friends initially were more likely to report in-
.creases in friends over the year while those who reportea
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many friends prior to the move were more likely to report a
decline in the number of friends they had. Similarly, those who
initially engaged in simple spare-time activities tended to move
toward more complex ones, while the coi.verse was true for
those whose activities had been generally complex. "Leveling
out is considered the functional outcome of self-selection into
housing for the elderly. Order No. 74-1503, 464 pages.

THE ATTITUDES OF SENIOR CITIZENS IN UTAH COUNTY,
UTAH, TOWARD SOCIAL RECREATION ACCORDING TO
SEX AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

Jay Harvey NAYLOR, Ed.D.
University of Utah, 1973

Chairman: John L. Squires

THE PROBLEM

The general problem was to sun ey the attitudes of senior
citizens in Utah County, Utah, toward their participation in so-
cial recreation activities. More specifically the attitudes were
examined a( cording to the sex and socio-economic class differ-
ences of tl.e. saner c itizea participants.

PROCEDURES

The following procedures were used in this survey. Five of
ten cities of Utah County, Utah, were randomly selected to be
included in the survey. The population sample was selected
from the senior citizen rolls of those communities. The sample
ranged from 65 to 75 years of age. A questionnaire was pre-
pared with the assistance of a board of experts. Following a
time of pretesting and further revision, the questionnaire was
administered personally in the homes of the population sample.
It was therefore possible to study men, women, and socio-
economic status and to compare their independent variables to
the attitudes and extent of participation of the respondents, the
dependent variables.

The information Waf key punched onto I.B.M. cards. One
deck of card, aas coded for frequency distribution (STAT 08).
Another deck was programi:.ed for correlation analysis, Pearson
"r" (STn Oh). These programs were then run on I.B.M. com-
puters. These and other findings were presented in the form
of contingency tables and matrices which produced a coefficient
of correlation for all of he variables. This information was
used to answer the pertinent questions proposed in the survey.

CONCLUSIONS

The following are conclusions of this survey:
I. Attitudes toward social recreation were influenced to a

certain degree by the socio-economic level of the senior citizen.
Individuals lower on the socio-economic rcale placed more im-
portance on social activities than did those higher on the scale.
It appeared therefore that attitudes were closely related to the
opportunity for participation in social recreation activities.

2. Since most senior citizens who participated in social
recreation activities in Utah County were in the higher socio-
economic levels, it was concluded that most opportunity for
participation existed with individuals higher on the socio-
economic scale.

3. Apparently little difference existed between men and
women and the way they perceived social recreation.

4. The relationship of sex and extent of participation was
nonsignificant, and it is concluded that men and women par-
ticipate or fail to participate in social activities for reasons
other than their sex.

5. Social recreation activities played a big part in the lives
of Utah County senior citizens and can do much to offset the

linelitiess felt by many senior citizens in Utah County.
6. Utah County senior citizens felt that their reasons were

justifiable for not participating more than they did in social
activities. In most cases, however, they indicated a desire to
become more involved. Order No. 73-19,610, 123 pages.

ADJUSTMENT TO AGING: THE EFFECTS OF LIVING
ALONE ON ACCESS TO AND UTILIZATION OF HEALTH
SERVICES

David Busch OLIVER. Ph.D.
University of Missouri -Columbia, 1972

Supervisor: Dr. Daryl J. Hobbs

In an industrial society based on a money economy the
"have-nots" hate limited access to both consumer goods and
private and public services. But more importantly, as the
household of aged members dwindles from an intact husband-
wile unit to a survitor, there is a loss of a meaningful social
bond which could be expected to have important implications
for subsequent social adjustment and interaction. After years
of investing one's life in a marital relationship the survivor is
forced into an almost anomie situation in which new definitions
of reality must be constructed if the person is to adjust success-
fully. It is almost as if the older person is "born again' much
as a divorcee who must reestablish social relations as an inde-
pendent person. But the aged individual has less opportunity
for returning to the way things were years ago. He must
adapt to a survivor role at a time when limited resources and
dependence on others is a fact of life. This research sets
forth a "limited" theory to account for the adjustment behavior
on the basis of toe accessibility of health care services follow-
ing the major role change in the life-cycle of the survivor.

The theory holds that when many older persons who live to-
getherparticularly husbands and wives- -arc forced into a
survivor role which reduces opportunities for interaction in the
household, adjustment will be complicated not only because
social relationships have been altered, but also because certain
other isolating factors contribute to definitions of situations
which compound adjustment to the survivor role. Specifically,
private and public services whose purpose is to aid persons in
adjustment (e.g., health services) will be less accessible for
older persons living alone than for the aged still living with their
spouse or others. Thus the pattern of utilization of these ser-
vices compounds and complicates adjustment for the aged house-
hold survivor.

A series of propositions and corollaries are presented from
which substantive hypotheses are derived for the purpose of
linking the general theory to a particular example. More spe-
cifically, the response to illness by an aged person living with
his spouse is predicted to be significantly different than the re-
sponse of a similar person living alone. Adjustment in a sur-
vivor role is hypothesized to be related to social isolation from
health services which, in turn, alters the aged person's re-
sponse to the utilization of these services which are crucial to
survival in old age. The greater the isolation, the less the ac-
cessibility of health services, and thus the more complicated
adjustment is likely to be.

Data was collected on health service utilization patterns in
an urban community in southwestern Missouri. A total of 501
households were interviewed which yielded a sample of 135
"aged households" with a household head age 60 or greater. The
analysis reported in this research is based on the response of
the 135 household heads.

The findings lend support for the theory and provide addi-
tional information to existing theoretical paradigms and em-
pirical studies in the fields of aging and medicine. With the
potential utility of the theory being justified, the scaffolding has
been constructed for further verification.

Order No. 73-7067, 143 pages.
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A S' UDY Oi RESIDENTS OF SIX FOURSEASON
ki..1IREMENT COMMUNITIES LN NEW JERSEY

t'au't John ROHNER, Ph.D.
New Yot k University. Graduate
Sch.,el of Business Administration, 1972

'I he tiadttional idea of retirement in a warm climate led,
e than a ch.c.ide ago, to the creation of retirement comma-

hies on the West Coast of the United States. During the past
tan years, hov.ever, retirement communities have been estab-
iisliJd in New Jersey, which has a four-season climate.

nissertation explores the personal characteristics of
re,,,dent, A six New Jersey retirement villages, discusses

tneir needs and motivations, and examines the question of
atftlitr Jersey communities have fulfilled the needs

arias of their residents. Implications for management
at 0 (sainineil, after an analysis of the data,

cue .aSo iccitidt?.s a brief overview of the history of
the zelfreinent community in the United States, and also of the

ratus of the aged, past and present.
The data t.lat I.,rnis the heart of the study was obtained by

mail surrey cond.:lc:cid in six New Jersey villages that were
operation on June 1, 1969. The total population of the six

cormaunities is 4,6134, which was divided into three categories,
based upon size, for the purpose of taking a per cent-uonve-
ittentm sample. The total sample was 375 (8'7, of the population);
and there were 197 usable replies, a return of 52.5%. Further
information was gathered by interviews with the authorities in
each and :rent a search of the literature,

'the my0stigation reveals that the New Jersey retirement
ci rrimunitec have been successful in meeting the needs and de-
sires of retired people, but that the appeal of these villages ap-
1,.,.4.t a to be mainly itrilltutt to New Jersey and New York, the
Lko states tat account for 90% of the respondents,

Other conclusions are: 1) Successful retirement communi-
tie* can be established in much greater numbers in the future
in areas of moderate, four-season climates, A single warm
season is not essential in order to attract residents of moder-
ate four seasons. 2) Tht: motivations that led people to a re-
ttrecaent Community in New Jersey basically relate to the fact
that they hale spent most of their lives in a tour-season climate
atid pt efer it to a one-season cltamte, 3) 'the residents are hap-
pier living among their contemporaries than they would be if
they lived in a regular community, which would contain people
of all ages, iecluding children, teenagers, and young adults.

The brad-gauge finchngs in this dissertation may be con-
sideled to oe part of a bench mark type of study, not an inter-
eat 1- study. it presents a portrait of the six retirement villages.
1-utui., resa1 cher s may be able to make further refinements,
building these foundations.

Order No. '73-5879, 132 pages,

SOCIAL RELAT;ONSHIPS AND SUCCESSFUL AGING
A N'ON G TILE WIDOWED AGED

David Hyman ROSEN, Ph.D.
andeis University, 'The Florence Heller Graduate School

for Ativa-eed Studios in Social Welfare, 1973

This cvloratorr study of the impact of different social re-
lationships on nut cessful aging was based on a subsample of
1158 non-institutionalized aged widows interviewed as part of
a comprehensive national survey, Residential Physical Envi-
retuntnt and Health of the Aced. This dissertation examines
the hypotheses that the greater the frequency and the more in-
tonate the type of social relationships in which the aged widow
is engaged, Um !ocher will be her morale; and that the fore-
going associations may be modified by demographic charac-
teristics and circumstances of widowhood,

Associations with successful aging (as measured by self-
perceived morale) were examined for three types of social
relationships: kinship, friendship, and group/organizational



participation. Investigation of the nioctifying ellects of dt mo-
paphic characteristics and circumstances of widowhood WI
the associations of different types of interaction ...Atli morale
int ulved eight descriptit e tariablt., at c, 1,.. t, 1.11 , t do
cation, health, living ariange me. t,. It of %tite-le, d. ai,d
age when v.idented. Itleasen of n,,,r. It, alth, s,,-
cial rclatmliships eta:zed se ea ts Aerate d a fat .1

analysis process Employed by the p.o c Ind) . 1-1.e

analytic technique it as cross -tabt.lation, e laborate a b:, ll,11(11-
tional analysis using the descripticc vat sable's.

The findings did not support the pri,v f-Itioa that the ft e-
quency of participation in sex is! telatiunsIups of all typos
stould bee onsistentl} associated with level of morale "iour,11
certain forms of sue tat relations positit tey assoecated.
indirect contact %%MI children by letter "phc,ne (0 .171). 1,zi .nit
a coi.f dante (0 .191), and partaula: iy poup,urt,a1,;-atiolial
participation (0 .354). Ft equine :ye ii siblings )e.
-.031) and contact with nt 1:J11).as:tilt bds .090) tAibited
irtuany no assoc 'Awns ttitli moi ;de, and the' data Sur:0 SIC()

the possibility of an HMIS( relationsnip between seeing !Jill-
drei. and morale (0 -.083). Mot t of el , those 10. ibg w Ail I 1111-
dren were found likely to have the lov est morale. (The over-
whelming ma) zit, of the s tspuilde ids did, hum.% er, It,e ncai
their children a,,e1 see thew eontrolled b}
the specified ci i ditiunal :enables. the Er tut relations were
generally c _ firmed across all the cued. ul measures and the
subcategor. encompassing the major it, of respondents.

The pustulated positive association betv.,eeu s, cial relation-
ships and successful aging was thus i.iund to be an °see-simpli-
fication, and the traditional definition of "primary" (inicninal)
relations, particularly kinship, as the must significant for the
cell - being of the widowed aged ass questioned. Intonate iela-
tionships are important for the niamteriam o of taw ale, but vol-
untary forms, such as having a t oafidante, may be preferred
by the aged widow. Primary relationships may also need to be
redefined for the elderly to include group participation. Rela-
tives may reinforce feelings of helplessness and loss of iden-
tity while other relationships may help to fustcr successful
aging.

Wheo not directly testing the "iiiteractice- ist ui "dim ll-
gagement" theories, the findings sup;ivit the %le% that neithei
theory alone will adequately explain sec( but thy'
both may be operative among the WitIOA ed ahe.. They also sc,p-
port consideration of as many curl tilt and biographical 1,371-
ables as possible since they may lo me [1% associated with
morale.

The process ,A successful adaptatein insuhes a compli-
cated intercham,e between the 11,11"Ikitlal S pee sonal system
i-.lid the changing, c ornpie\ so, :al system. Au, successful vi-
tervention must thus be sensitite to the it:slaws of modern
life and the requirements of (MCI gang gent rations. Priority
should be gi en to prre.itiim, 01.1. adequate, inc WM.', health, and
informational reboot ces, Sug,;ested plug-rains i.,e lode leaching
families and friends of recent widow., to help t onsti ut live ly
and supply concretP services and c ompanionsielp to the be-
rcat ed. Modification of personal lift sty les by the widowed
may be difficult to achieve, but tuttural and Individual atti-
tudinal barriers can be changed. Pat tit ular altenticei should
be given to programs to educate the less act' educ ated and
lower income groups and assist in their re -eiii*.ieenir let. Pi 0-
Vosals for additional t esearch ate also s4,gested.

Order No, 73-24.245. 226 naces.

EXPERT VS. CONSUMER V1EWPOIN I'S AN ORGANiZA-
TIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE; CON I'S IN DESCRIP noNs
OF HOMES FOR THE AGED BY .\DMINIS rRATORS AZD
LNDIGENOUS IZESIDENTS

Barbara M. SILVERSTONE, D.S W.
Columbia University. 1973

The primary focus of this organizational study of thirty two
homes for the aged was to explore the degree of deference be-

tween administrator (expert) and resident (consumer) judg-
ments of the psycho-social environment of their homes and to
detect organizational variables which might account for thee.
differences. It was hypothesized that adequate communication
linkages to the homes would be negatively correlated with
resident-administrator differences in viewpoints of the psycho-
social environment. Adequate communication linkages were
defined as those which approximated a model of linkage ade-
quacy dei Red front the 'balance theory of coordination' postu-
lated by Eugene latwak. Based on a multimodel theory of orga-
nizational structure it calls for mechanisms of coordination
between antithetical organizational substructures to insure suf-
ficient closeness for cornmenucation but sufficient distance to
pi event conflict. A secondary focus of this study was the sub-
stantive finings iegardin. resident viewpoints of the psycho-
suclal t irrespective of their differences from ad-
ministrators. The concept of "psychosocial environment' was
defined and operationalized by Allen Pincus who developed an
instrument (110Q) for measuring the degree of privacy, free-
dom, social resources, and integration into the larger corn-
niunity provided by the psychosocial environment of homes for
the aged.

The study hypothesis was not supported by correlational
findings, however, linkage adequacy ratings did account for
seven per cent of the variation in administrator-resident dif-
ferences when entered into a regression analysis with vari-
ables measuring contacts between administrator and residents
and resident participation in group activities. Of significance
at the .05 leiel was the age of the administrators with the
younger ones tending to have fewer differences from the resi-
dents, administrators' ranking of professional staff meetings
and communications with the housekeeping staff as useful
soul ces of information about their residents; and higher mean
resident IIDQ Dimension II (freedom) scores. A multiple re-
gression analysis of these variables plus the mean home rat-
ings of resident friendliness to staff accounted for 55% of the
variation in resident-administrator differences.

These findings support the balance theory of coordination
in that they reflect both distancing mechanisms (indirect link-
ages, i.e., administrator-staff contacts) and conditions which
promote closeness (resident friendliness to staff). The age of
the administrator, positively correlated with resident-adminis-
trator differences, reflected greater reliance by the younger
administrators on their staffs and less control by their boards.
Neither resident asie, health, size of home, socio-cultural simi-
larity between resident and administrator, nor the degree of
informal administrator contact with residents were associated
with iesident-administrator differences.

Resident secres on the IIDQ suggest the psychosocial en-
vironments of the homes providing a great deal more privacy
than a lack of privacy, more integration into the larger com-
munity than isolation, slightly more social resources rather
titan a lack of SUCI.11 iesuurces, and as much freedom as struc-
ture. Thy .-e c.triables negatively associated with the dimen-
sion scores on a h rine by home basis included poorer ratings
on resident mental health, mobility, and physical isolation.
Homes with a greater degree of board control less partici-
pating activities and where residents tended to take their
complaints to the administrator tended to have less freedom.
Humes located .n the country , with a resident council and so-
cial worker and with frequent administrator- resident contacts
tended te, score higher on tho resource dimension.

Implit atiems for social planning include ereater confidence
in the older consumer as a source of inforl:lational feedback
and inci eased scrut.ny of administrator viewpoints especially
as the:, relate to utilization c staff. The study suggests that

most be reared to plovaling fur the needs for the
lc, rieritail, impaired. isolated iesident as well as stimu-

taunt; admintstralue and Structural chanees which allow for a
greater degree ot freedom and social resources.
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IMPACT OF AGE INTEGRATION OF PUBLIC HOUSING
PROJECTS UPON ELDERLY TENANT WELL - BEING'

Joseph Dominic TEAFF, Ed.D.
Columbia University, 1973

Sponsor: Conn Ida Weinstock

Age integration is an important general conccrn in social
gerontolor and is also an area of specific concern to planners
and managers of public housing who are fat ed with the decision
as to whethe. public housing should be agi, segiegated or have
varying degrees of age integration. Data from the Philadelphia
Geriatric Center's national study of housing for the elderly was
used to relate two measures of age integration (percentage of
elderly occupied apartment units, and a scale measuring sepa-
ration of elderly occupied apartment units from family occupied
ur..ts) to seven indices of elderly tenant well-being (activity
participation, functional health, housing satisfaction, mobility,
morale, peer interaction, and family interaction) using a national
sample of 2001 elderly tenants (age C2.) hying in 104 public
housing projects. This study sought to determine whether age
Integration is indeed a significant predictor of the seven indices
of well-being after the variance due to certain elderly tenant
background characteristics (age, sex, race. marital status,
length of residence, and welfare status), project tenant social
chai acteristics (social class. race religion, and ethn.city), and
project ;,b)sicai charactt ristics (total number of apartment
units, total numbei of eidti lv occupied apartments. apartments
per acre, scan(' of project, and building height) had been re-
mot ed througn the use of stepwit-e forced orti, r multiple ret!res-
sion. The results of this stady ,hinted that elderly tenants
in the more age segregated public: housing projects have bights,
activity participation, better tunetional health, are more soug-
hed with their housing, have !uglier :nobility. higher morale.
and higher fainil; interaction than those elder 1y tenants living
in more age integrated public housing projects. In the case
of peer interaction, elderly tenants living in the more age segre-
gatd projects had higher peer interaction: however. once the
variance due to the set of project tenant social characteristics
had been removed, age segregation v.-as reduced to tilt status of
a non-significant predictor, indicating that the social composi-
tion of public housing, projects may to more important lot pet r
interaction than the age composition. The findings of this study
should not be interpreted as a blanket policy recommendation
that all public housing for the elderly be age segregated. The
implications of this research for policy and practice decisions
require a closer examination of the effects of the interactions
among the individual and contextual characteristics, since rela-
tionships among variables are not necessarily simple relation-
ships but are often relationships based upon a complex network
of interaction variables. The finding that age segregation is
such a stable and consistent predictor of elderly tenant well-
being may oniv reflect the current general status of public
housing projects in the United States, that by and large have
not been designed or specifically progiammed to encourage
integrated living. Further research and deionstration is
needed to determine the physical design characteristics and
programmatir measures to optimize Inteigenerational contacts
in age integrated public housing.

*(Supported by Grant No. 93-P-7506413, SRS-AoA, USDfIEW)
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SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE ORGANIZA-
TION OF HEALTH BEHAVIOR AMONG THE ELDERLY

Rosemary Panich YANCIK, Ph.D.
Saint Louis University, 1973

In this investigation, an attempt is made to elicit salient
factors which influence elderly persons' organization of health

behavior defined as health maintenance and health-seeking ac-
tivities undertaken by healthy persons to remain that way. By
focusing the research on social psychological factors as inter-
vening mechanisms located "between* the various social and
cultural attributes usually associated with health-seeking pro-
cesses, it was thought that some insight into the relationships
between variables could be gained. The theoretical background
for this investigation is based on certain social psychological
assumptions which stem from the symbolic interactionist tra-
dition.

The major hypothesis of this study is that health behavior in
which elderly persons engage is dependent upon their concern
with the threat of illness, health sophistication, orientation
toward health professionals, and experiences with illness.

A total of 102 persons participated in the investigation by
responding to a self-administered questionnaire containing
items which were designed to obtain their responses to health
and illness. These people were a selected sample chosen from
among a group of individuals who attend adult education classes
at the Institute of Lifetime Learning, a service of the National
Retired Teachers Association and the American Assocation of
Retired Persons (NRTA/AARP) which is headquartered in
Washington, D C. The persons studied ranged in age from
fifty to eighty -seven years. They are in relatively good health
and reside in the community.

The major findings of this investigation are (1) elderly
persons who have had illness experience tend to pay more at-
tention to health activities than those who have not had such
experience; (2) a greater amount of health.sophistication is
associated with an increase in the health behavioral acts of
these elderly persons; (3) illness behavior (if indeed it is ap-
proached through components which make up the measure of
concern with the threat of illness used in the study) is an in-
fluential factor on the kind of health behavior in which elderly
persons engage; and (4) elderly persons' orientations toward
health professionals are related to the kind of health behavior
in which they are engaged. Order No. 74-4594, 151 pages.

A STUDY OF THE POLICIES, PRACTICES AND PROGRAMS
or SENIOR CENTERS WITH REFERENCE TO RECOMMEN-
DATIONS OF THE 1961 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON
AGING CONCERNING THE RECREATION ASPECTS OF
FREE TIME ACTIVITIES

YOUKELES, Merrill, Ed.D.
Columbia University. 1974

Sponsor Professor Elliot M. Avedon

The purpose of this descriptive survey is to examine prac-
tices. policies and programs of senior centers as they reflect
the. recommendations on the recreation aspects of free time
activities adopted at the 1961 White House Conference on Aging.

The major recommendations, seven in number, that dealt
with recreation for the older adult were, in essence, as follows:

(1) To increase the number of recreation programs and
make them available to all older adults of all socio-economic
groups.

(2) Tc open recreation programs to all older adults re-
gardless of race. creed, or national origin.

(3) nu ough recreation programs. assist older adults to
maintain contact with younger people.

(4) To help older adults maintain contact with their families
through recreation programs.

(5) To provide recreation programs for physically and
emotionally disabled older adults.

(6) To provide opportunities for older adults to actively
participate in planning and administering their recreation
programs.

(7) To provide sufficient income to permit older adults to
participate in recreation programs.

A mailed questionnaire. focused upon obtaining specific



data to help determine if the recommendations on recreation
programs have been acted upon, was stilt to the directors of
the 1244 senior centers listed in the 1969 National Di, ectory
of Senior Centers. The responses of 731 center directors,
or their surrogates, wore used in the study. Growth of the
senior center movement and membership characteristics,
type and method of providing recreation activities, and the
level and kind of membership participation were the three
major categories of information obtained and analyzed in
relation to staff, stated policies and actual practice. The
analysis of the data was based upon the frequency and per-
centage distribution of the responses as well as the cross
tabulation of selected variables; in the hope of discovering
some special relationships that might provide greater insights
into the responses received.

The major conclusions, seven in number, are as follows:
(1) The number of senior centers and recreation programs

have been increased, providing opportunities for more older
adults to participate in recreation activities.

12) Center recreation programs were aimed at serving
older adults at the lower end of the economic scale.

(3) Helping older adults maintain contact with younger
people and their families through recreation programs does
not appear to be of great concern.

(4) There was limited effort to provide recreation programs
for physically or emotionally disabled older adults.

(5) Racial polarization in senior centers has increased over
the last decade.

(6) Participation of older adults in plat and adminis-
tering recreation programs in centers has 1,..:reased when
final policy or program decisions were not involved.

(7) Older adult members make fewer final program or
policy decisions when full time paid staff is employed.

Sonic implications for the future are noted. Unless there
are some changes, the segregation of older adults in senior
centers will increase. This segregation will not only be racial.
There will be segregation of the affluent from the indigent,
and the healthy from the disabled. In addition, unless center
staff refocus their energies, the feeling of dependency of
the older adult on the staff will increase further. It is sug-
gested that if older adults were provided with sulf.cient funds
to become a consumer of recreation instead of a client,
they could then "shop and buy" the recreation they wanted
rather than take what they can get.
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